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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The south plains of west Texas is home to three towns that are involved in a
program to help revhalize downtowns, both archhecturally and financially. Through the
process of using history and economics, the National Tmst developed a program
potentially able to assist small towns of less than 50,000 residents. The program is called
the Main Street Program (MSP). Using the Main Street Program as a focus, a thesis will
be developed which uses three Main Street towns on the South Plains as the vehicle to
discover what elements make the MSP successful in the region. The combination of
economics and preservation techniques in these three small towns is the bases for a thesis
examining the South Plains Main Street Programs.
The South Plains provides a plethora of small towns possessing the qualities
required for a Main Street town; yet only three of its towns have been selected to actively
participate in the program— Plainview, Littlefield, and Post, Texas. The three towns were
chosen because each individually represents one of three stages in the Main Street town
progression. Post is the success story having been in the Program for seven years.
Plainview shows failure and potential success by implementing the program during the
1980's, dropping out and then reentering in 1993. Finally, Littlefield is the newcomer by
being selected in 1993 as a Main Street town. Each town provides an example of how the
Main Street Program works at the various levels of progression.

The Main Street Program is a comprehensive plan which requires a thorough
understanding of each and every aspect of a participating town for potential success. To
understand the potential for success and failure in a Main Street town, one needs to
understand the actual composition ofthe program. On the surface, the program consists
of techniques and advice given to the participating towns. In actuality, each town needs to
be treated individually and evaluated according to its unique history kept. By using three
towns as examples, this thesis will define the Main Street Program while illustrating what
aspects of a town are directly affected by the Main Street Program. Small town
atmosphere, community, town planning, commercial architecture and the region itself are
each affected by strategies that the MSP introduces into the region. Therefore each aspect
ofthe MSP needs to be carefully examined.
The availability ofthe three towns and the Main Street Program provides two
ideas for the thesis: (1) the Main Street Program's actual functions are different then the
perceived roles and (2) the MSP is ever evolving. When a town joins with the Main
Street Program, the chizens often perceive that the MSP will offer them the saving
techniques to revitalize their downtown, but in actuality there are many roads that the
town has to follow, which includes negatives and positives. Additionally, each new town
and set of problems will aher techniques and ideas because the Main Street Program relies
on learning from past experiences.

CHAPTER II
THE MAIN STREET PROGRAM

A courthouse square, a street lined whh commercial buildings, and main street
have been the heart of American towns for over a century. With each new generation the
meaning of "main street" has declined? From the eariy developments of small and large
commercial districts, the main street has provided the city whh economic stability.
With the decline ofthe American downtowns, the Main Street Program was
developed to give relief to towns which needed economic and preservation support.
Through this endeavor American small and rural towns now have the chance to redeem
economic stability and heritage for new generations.
This section introduces the Main Street Program by explaining its creation and
application. Detailed in this section are historical and contemporary ideas about the
downtown, the community, Americans and their myths, historical precedents for the
program and an investigation ofthe importance of small towns to the American people. A
description ofthe Main Street Program consists of a brief introduction into what Main
Street is while additional information and techniques will be introduced.

History and Development
After World War II, the decline ofthe American business center resulted in the
increased displacement of shops, lowered property values and sales tax revenues, and
increased the need for parking and numerous other changes. Due to these developments,

buildings were abandoned, storefronts boarded up, and streets littered with trash. The
general public thought ofthe downtown as defunct.
A need to help the downtowns of America was seen as a pressing problem by the
National Tmst for Historic Preservation. Although not familiar with economics, the
National Trust was confident in its knowledge h of preservation, historic architecture, and
adaptive use; lacking part ofthe knowledge deemed essential for success, the National
Tmst began the search for help. Whh the knowledge ofthe National Tmst supporting
Mary C. Means, the National Tmst's former Vice President for program development,
sought a program that could combine economics and preservation to revitalize the
downtowns while serving the needs ofthe community.'
In 1977, the National Tmst for Historic Preservation began a pilot program across
the Umted States to test a technique which had the potential to help stmggling downtowns
regain their popularity. The techniques developed into the Main Street Program which is
directed by the National Main Street Center, a division ofthe National Tmst.
In 1980, with the expansion ofthe National Main Street Center, the tmst was
dedicated to providing towns with less than 50,000 in population the resources needed to
develop the project. Imtial success ofthe Main Street Program was described by the
National Main Street Center (NMSC):
The Washington- based human resource and technical reference center (NMSC) is
to be used to disseminate nationally hs strategies and solutions to the problems of
older central business districts. Among its many notable achievements and
activities are the following: community demonstrations, state demonstrations,
expansion ofthe state network, training programs, consuhing services,
publications and audiovisual materials.^

The Main Street Program was set into motion with a national competition for
towns interested in the program. From this compethion Galesburg, Illinois; Hot Springs,
South Dakota; and Madison, Indiana were chosen as the three pilot cities used to test the
techniques ofMain Street (a description ofthe pilot chies will be elaborated on later in
this chapter). The focus ofthe program was and continues to be the increase of
appreciation of history and good design within the historic districts while possibly reviving
new economic interest in downtowns. Main Street is not used to develop elaborate and
expensive designs but, rather, affordable renovations which attract potential businesses
into a town. The program utilizes incentive grants and the cooperation of local banks to
provide needed funds.
Attempts at revitalizing the commercial hearts of our cities is not a new idea but
one which has slowly gained popularity while incorporating changes in the organizational
process. One such evolution was the function ofthe Main Street Manager who currently
controls activhies, public relations, shop types, and other interests with a collective
agreement within the town."*
The Main Street Manager becomes one ofthe most important aspects of a small
towns success in the Main Street Program. The position ofMain Street Manager
includes many roles: they have to be an organizer, role model, salesperson, enthusiastic
promoter and other roles which is used used to pull the town together. By following the
guidelines ofthe MSP and making mles as they go,the Main Street mangers adapt as the
town grows and the relationship with the program continues.

Community and Main Street
One of the most important aspects of the program is stated by Anice Reed,
Director ofthe Texas Main Street Program:
. . . hs a self help plan. And h works because we use the private sector techniques.
We teach towns to operate like successful corporations. We bring in professionals
who show communities how to manage downtowns: how to use quality design to
enhance the appearance: and how to develop real estate and merchandise
promotions.^
Community involvment is vhal because h provides input from a non-governmental
agent. This is important because the program is directed by the citizens and not a
bureaucracy. A successful program can be measured by the involvement ofthe
community and which aspects of that involvement are shown to the public.
One aspect that is special and noticeable in successful Main Street towns is the
effect upon the entire community. In Anice Reed's description, she says Main Street is a
"self help plan"; this explanation is extremely important to note because if the community
does not get involved and help themselves, then the program will likely fail. The idea of
"community" creates incentive for a town to rehabilitate the downtown, and in extreme
cases, the town as a whole.
America is the "Melting Pot" ofthe world and has become a nation of unique
experiences and places. Each unique development of America's history has affected the
way our cities have evolved; one major aspect ofthe evolved American life is the
community. Community experiences and developments provide an atmosphere that a town
can exploit as a device for survival.

Main Street relies on the people of a town to unite, forming a group to support
changes which will create a successful economic venture. The existence ofthe communal
idea is important to the Main Street Program and how the community will develop and
evolve. An understanding of a community's needs can be realized by Main Street
personnel if each individual town is critically evaluated. The detailed study of a
community needs to be executed thoroughly by including every aspect of a community's
composhion.
Communities were settled in America out of common ideas and goals shared by a
collection of people who preferred similarly styled homes and life styles. One common
component of community, described by Robert Hine in Community on the Frontier, is a
sense of place.^ This sense of place can be a geographical location, architecture, climate,
physical items and physiological ideas. Every community has that one thing capable of
setting it apart from other communities in an area. Hine's definition is a well formed
answer but is a community more than just that sense of place? Can a community be the
thoughts and values of a person and family?
Community leadership is a group of people who are supported by hs members.
Whhout leadership, a community does not exist because the essential ingredient is a
collection of a whole. This whole is a conglomeration of people that have gathered for
some reason of living and association.. Hine describes nomadic and camp settlements that
were formed into communities; these frontier commumties were based on the ideas of
survival and companionship.^ Other forms of communities have been developed during
America's past, each one creating unique situations and conclusions

The community as a Main Street developmental device is most effective by
discovering that which inhially created the community. All ofthe parts of a community
are merged together into the whole, while other communities without the MSP choose to
isolate parts from one another.
Commumties provides a platform by which a small town may evolve. Each town
has an ability to use the community as they wish, and in the case ofthe Main Street
Program, the community consolidates the town. By encouraging community cooperation
for the better ofthe whole, a town is able to provide support that may not otherwise be
capable of creating a successful revitalization.
Once a Main Street town is selected and the process of revhalization begins, the
problems that arise affect how the city continues in the program. Rural development is
affected heavily by the outside worid and the outcome of economic problems, such as
inflation or depression, which can create problems that often are irreversible. Community
ideas, economic conditions, weather, technology, education, and social organizations are a
few aspects of a community that continue to affect how a rural community continues to
develop in today's society.
Main Street strives to provide a town with an economic base that is stable enough
to provide during inevitable changes of communities. Strength is not guaranteed through
any endeavor ofthe Main Street Program but, once again, the idea of community needs to
play an important role in supporting the towns decisions in troubled times.
The Main Street Program is part ofthe catalyst that some towns look to as a
diversification technique. The Main Street Program is a process introduced to increase
8

jobs in the downtown area and possibly to create a much needed tmst among community
members in the town. If Main Street is successful, then the possibilities for ftirther
diversification increases.
The reputation ofthe small town has acted like a roller coaster through American
history. Since the 70's, mral communities have slowly been able to provide the community
with more amenities thus becoming more attractive to settlers. The journal Rural
Development Perspectives shows how the rural community has tried to shed the idea of
small town life not being able to provide for the American. If one returns to the origin of
mral communities, history shows that these communities could provide for themselves
but, the movement away from the farm slowly made the town dependent on other
communities. This idea of interdependence has become the central idea and
developmental tactic of mral commumties.'
America is a mobile society. People can travel easily and visit places that
historically took days or perhaps weeks to get there. With the advent of such travel
capabilities has come a new relationship between metropolitan towns and mral
communities. Rural towns are providing an increased quality of life through the
tranquillity and security of small town life.
"Quality of life" is rated the most important reason for businesses and individuals
to move into a small town, as reported by Rural Development Perspectives. As the quality
of life increases, so too does the population. This quality is what the town offers, such as
physical amenities (hospitals, schools, shopping, and cost of living). A good "quality of
life" is an important aspect of why the Main Street Program is successftil^ If there is not a

positive quality of life existing in a mral community, would the Main Street Program be
needed?
"Community" is what has developed mral towns and has helped the town survive
in condhions that might have otherwise destroyed the chances of survival. Main Street's
attraction and dedication to using the community to help provide success is a well founded
idea. By including the chizens of a town, the MSP not only allows changes to be
discussed but it also allows a relationship between governmental organizations that are
looking for a similar outcome.
The rural communities present in every state ofthe United States have their own
chances to become what they desire as a town. The MSP merely acts as a catalyst by
providing a necessary administrative and design support for towns that are willing to
provide for economic and social growth in the town based on the idea ofthe history ofthe
town's "community."

Influences for the Main Street Program
Two similar concepts in Europe had an influence on the Main Street Program: the
Malraux Act in 1962 and techniques defined by a Salzburg, Austria program. In France,
the Malraux Act of 1962 created "safeguard sectors" which protected the historic quarters
ofthe cities. Safeguard sectors were created during the sixties with the most recent being
inhiated in 1976. Each sector was created to "maintain the historic atmosphere" while
simultaneously reorganizing the economic base. This was implemented through a number
of control techniques given to the city which included specifying buildings for demolition,
10

restoration, new buildings, zoning and land use, a layout of open spaces, subsidized loans,
and grants. Although h was hailed as a model of European conservation, the ideals did not
work as well as was anticipated. The major problems were lack of governmental and
chizen support.^ When the chies attempted to control the area with the new laws, the
enforcement was difficuh. Such difficuhies included the eviction of tenants to create open
spaces or demoUtion of buildings that were not designated as being of historic quality.
The Malraux Act provides the Main Street Program with a guideline of how to
create a successful program. Unlike in France, the Main Street Program makes a point of
creating a cohesive group by providing towns with examples and tutelage from other
towns. Another notable difference in programs is that before ever becoming a Main Street
town, the community as a whole has to show support for the program. A complete and
extensive application for a potential Main Street town includes letters of recommendations
from chizens, city officials, and business people. The support ofthe community is
imperative; as the Malraux act testifies, a well planned and executed program can fail
without the support ofthe communhy.
The next conservation guideline that created interesting ideas in revitalization was
the creation of Alstadt (old city), in Salzburg, Austria. Similar to "safeguard sectors," the
old city legislation creates preservation districts, guidelines and financial assistance. An
interesting event in the legislation regarding this endeavor was the public support created
that continued to gamer support throughout the years. The public was awakened by two
events, which helped to provide the support and influence for legislation. Hans Sedlmayer
began eliching support by explichly describing how the landscape was being destroyed.
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He informed the public concerning preservation principles and how buildings and cities
can be injured by demolition and destmction ofthe old city. Stadtverien said, "To destroy
one building is to injure an artistic totality, just as St. Peter's would suffer from removal of
hs dome; therefore, legal protection must be given to the total old city."'°
Resulting from the public's interest and aghation, the new preservation law was
passed in May 1967 with four major points surfacing:
The definition of a historic Preservation district encompassing most of Alstadt.
The creation of a permit-granting commission that oversees all physical change
whhin the district.
The presentation of explicit guidelines for acceptable urban design in terms of
building height, color, texture, street alignment, window sizes, sign and advertising
limh, and so on.
Finally, the creation offinancialinstitutions that facilitate low interest loans and
grants for restoration. "
As a resuh ofthe legislation, the chizens have been generally supportive ofthe law. The
exception lies among the poorer residents because of higher land values/rents and the
presence of hard core preservationists thus creating an overall effect of changed
demographics and economics. The lesson in Alstadt, when compared to the Malraux Act,
is that the community supported Alstadt, thereby the program successfiiUy revived the
economic base.
Both Alstadt and the Malraux Act provide for historical districts and guidelines
that the Main Street Program has adopted in modified forms. These two examples of
European towns are likely the first adventures into trying to economically and historically
rehabilitate simuhaneously. Most importantly, the knowledge gained from European and
American ventures has been used around the worid.
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Through the years, these and other similar approaches and techniques have been
scmtinized to find the best applicable program. In addition to the European models other
projects in the United States have gained notoriety and fame for their success. Such
towns as Galveston, TX; Charleston, SC; Williamsburg, VA; and San Antonio, TX have
been successful because of community support, developers and local governments. In
each example, drive and determination were implich in making the project successful.
During the last sixteen years of the MSP, the ideas have remained constant, even
whh the pilot program taking on the task of renovation. By noticing the acceptable
practices of preservation and economics, the program has continued successfully over the
years. Each example studied has provided basic information about what to try and what
not to try. Consequently, Main Street has an advantage over previous projects.

Pilot Projects
The pilot projects, Galesburg, Madison and Hot Springs, created a catalyst for full
support ofthe National Main Street Center and future developments. They provided
lawmakers a proven and effective program which program directors could say worked.
Due to the grass roots movement in the 1970's, ideas were focused on community and this
project gave them the uhimate prize in supporting small town life, while providing
governmental decentralization techniques for policy.'^ The Main Street pilot program was
a one-year trial period and has been praised for opening the eyes of America about our
deteriorating downtowns. After the one-year trial period, the National Trust was awarded
the funds and proceeded to initiate other states into the program.
13

Two interesting governmental processes were started from the pilot projects, the
Interagency Coordinating Council (ICC) and the Economic Development Task Force.
Both were agencies that were created to investigate the problems and solutions of the
small and mral town.
The ICC basically stated three areas of concern and suggestions for the
government:
Shopping malls devastate the historic fabric of downtown areas.
Discontinue federal funds to small cities which used aid for new commercial
districts.
The establishment of the National Main Street Center is officially endorsed by
ICC'
The Economic Development Task Force stated that the overriding reason for the
failure ofthe "small chies was the death of small businesses—the foundation ofthe
country's economic system. The agency believed that ignoring this problem could prove
dangerous to the country's future."'"*
From these three pilot programs, the government initiated its involvement in the
essential process of helping to save the small town economic and preservation system.
Some people say that governmental involvement may have been the downfall, but without
the governmental assistance, the Main Street Program would doubtfully work for long.
Finally, from the pilot program, the development ofthe mling ideas were also
developed and have remained the same for sixteen years. The four-point approach was
proven to be the best strategy for towns that were suffering economically and physically.
These four points are: organization, design, promotion and economic restructuring.
Organization-Establishing a consensus and operation by building partnerships that
will allow the development of a consistent revitalization program and permit the
emergence of effective management and advocacy of the downtown. Diverse
14

groups—bankers, city government, merchants, the chamber of commerce, civic
groups and individual citizens- must work together to improve the downtown.
Promotion-Creating a poshive image of the business district to attract customers
and investors and rekindle community pride. Promotion includes the development
of sophisticated sales events and festivals and the creation of a consistent image
through graphic and media presentations.
Design-Enhancing the visual quality ofthe downtown. Attention must be paid to
all elements of the downtown environment: buildings, storefronts, signs, public
improvements, landscaping, merchandising, displays and promotional materials.
Economic Restmcturing—Strengthening the existing economic assets of the
business district while diversifying hs economic base. Activities include recmiting
new stores to provide a balance retail mix; converting unused space into housing,
offices, entertainment or cultural facilhies; and sharpening the competitiveness of
Main Street's tradhional merchants.'^
Along with these four points, an overall comprehensive study of each city is
performed. Following the completion ofthe study, the MSP provides the city whh
proven techniques that are successful in revitalizing downtowns. Still, the most important
and necessary element is community involvement which can be accomplished through each
ofthe four elements of approach.
In addition to the four-point approach, the Main Street Program also relies on
eight principles that help to provide an integrated downtown:
1. The plan is a comprehensive approach which takes action in four areas. With
the four-point approach, the Main Street program becomes one ofthe first revitalization
strategies which addresses more than just the buildings and design. By including all
aspects of a downtown, the comprehensive approach will succeed at a higher rate than
attempting to boost economics without selling the merchandise.
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2. Quality is relied upon to reflect the past craftsmanship and construction ofthe
existing buildings. The buildings ofthe past have a style that cannot be replicated today
due to craftsmanship, construction, and design. The program strives to use each unique
characteristic of a downtown to promote a high level of quality that is followed
throughout the Main Street Program.
3.

Combining the public and private sectors of a town stimulates a meaningful

relationship for revitalization ofthe downtown. Individual characteristics of each group
are combined to bring together the skills and attitudes required for a unified program.
4. The program involves changing attitudes to support ideas that the potential
success of a downtown does exist. For decades, the downtown has been associated whh
an area not suitable for economic viability. The Main Street Program has to show that
poshive changes are taking effect.
5. The community must focus on each town's unique existing assets. By basing
the revitalization of a town on specific unique attributes, a Main Street town can build on
what is already existing.
6. Self-help is often needed to bring change into the downtown area. "If you want
something done right, then do it yourself"
7. The approach designed by Main Street is incremental in nature. Nothing that
has happened in a downtown's history happened abmptly- Main Street Program changes
are equally as gradual. The program should be implemented by relying on a few starter
projects which lead systematically into larger scale renovations.

16

8. The Main Street program is implementation oriented. Through the process of
identifying the individual problems of each downtown, a list of tasks are compiled with
each relying upon timely execution.'^

What Makes a Main Street Successful?
A mission statement was drafted when the Main Street Center was created in 1977
and remains in use. The creed states that the center is dedicated to "helping towns
rediscover and reclaim the unique quality of community life that only a thriving downtown
or neighborhood business district can offer."'' With the creed firmly established, the Main
Street Program has been laboring to provide towns whh a method of rejuvenation for
failing economies while restoring buildings to their past glory. A frequently posed
question ofthe program is "how successful is the project?" Gathered statistics hold the
answer; four out of five Main Street towns are successfiil.'^
The Main Street Center attributes four basic reasons for the failures of
unsuccessfijl towns:
1. A town does not follow the four-point approach thus fails to become
sufficiently comprehensive.
2. A tme public-private partnership cannot be established if there exists anything
less than fiill participation and active dedication of both sectors ofthe town.
3. By failing to employ a professional staff. Main Street towns compromise the
sense of professionalism essential to an economic development organization.
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4. A town must commit, minimally, three years for a program's organizational
stmcture to become firmly established or the results will be short term while long term
fmstration and failure will linger.'^
The reasons listed above are not the cause for failure but rather the
consequences-the culmination of disenchanted participants who seek instantaneous
changes. When alterations are not realized, the four reasons for failure revert to a gradual
descent towards pre-Main Street status.
Programmatic successes of the MSP are multifaceted in comparison to the four
discussed failures. Under the four divisions of organization, economic restmcturing,
promotion and design, it is possible to measure each project in which a revitalization
organization participates. Success on the organizational level rests upon continuing
growth in new members, the number of active volunteers, applicable funding, the number
of successfully completed goals for the year, and grants received for special projects.
Positive points of successful economic restmcturing include techniques used in the
distribution of marketing data to concerned citizens, new business expansions, and
increases in the number of net new jobs and net new business expansions, respectively.
For promotional successes to be assessed, the percentage changes from the previous year
in the number of attendees at special events, dollars spent in participating shops, the
number of participating retailers and the number of vendors at special events is imperative.
Successfiil design in Main Street towns may be evaluated through design improvements
accomplished during the past year, participation in sponsored design workshops, and the
dollar amount of design reinvestment within the community.
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The Texas Main Street Program
When the program began in 1980, Texas was one of six original states selected to
participate in the National Main Street Program. Under the guidance of Anice Reed, the
director ofthe program since its inception, the Texas Main Street Program has enjoyed
the prominent status of being the largest state program in the United States. Each year the
state may select up to five small towns and up to three urban centers for the program. In
1981, the five Texas towns of Plainview, Eagle Pass, Hillsboro, Navasota and Seguin were
chosen as the pilot sites for the program to fulfill the state's duty to select five small towns.
Beginning in 1989, the national Main Street Program was extended to include urban
downtowns; Texas has selected eleven urban areas to date. As of 1993, 62 towns had
been chosen as Main Street towns, with populations of less than 50,000, all fijnded under
the Texas Historical Commission through the Texas Main Street Program.
When a town is selected to participate in the MSP, the city is committing to three
years as a Main Street town and the necessary funding for a full-time Main Street
Manager. The state reciprocates by giving the participating city start-up assistance for the
first year and assistance in developing local expertise over the following two years.
Professional services that the state provides to its Main Street towns include design,
restoration, marketing, window display, parking, and landscaping (Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3).
In addhion to the help given by the Texas Historical Commission, the state has arranged
for assistance ofthe Texas Department of Agriculture, the Texas Department of
Commerce, the Governor's Budget and Planning Office, and the Texas Department of
Housing and Community Affairs.
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In addition to the services that the Program offers each town, an optimistic attitude
is transferred to the participating towns. Soon after the town is selected for the program,
the Texas Main Street office sends a resource team to evaluate the condhion ofthe
downtown and area to be revitalized. By using resources teams, the program involves the
town on a one-to-one level-experiencing firsthand the steps to be accomplished for
success. After an average of three days spent delivering short presentations about Main
Street to the town and collecting data, the resource team compiles a report. The reports
are the basis for the goals established within a town's first year in Main Street and carried
out through the following years. Suggestions for long and short-term goals are
specifically listed within the reports to illustrate which goals must be accomplished.^^ The
detailed information that is given to the Main Street towns is vitally important to their
success.
Another role that the Texas Main Street Program plays is as leader. From the
National Government to the city level, leadership is shown throughout the hierarchy ofthe
Main Street Program. Main Street managers, citizens and local officials all rely on the
state to provide information and guidance. This guidance is often looked upon as a
directive which provides enthusiasm, guidance and essential examples.

Conclusion
The Main Street Program can be successfiil but failures are also common. There
must be considerable commitment from the town and its people. Unique differences arise
in each town are a direct reflection of individuals and not teh community as a whole.
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Therefore, the individual ideas within the community sometimes cause failures to occur in
Main Street towns. If chies allow the program to work in the manner in which it has
successfully in numerous Main Street towns, the final outcome should be acceptable.
Economic revhalization is the final outcome ofthe Main Street Program but
preservation is the vehicle that moves the project towards success. If preservation is not
carried out correctly, economic returns may falter as neither is independent ofthe other.
This technique of revitalization will provide the market to suffering towns thus building a
collection of businesses to provide work, revenues and a sense of pride that may have
previously been lacking within the community. A town must find the necessary support by
providing a distinct image to the public that is unique and historically based. The image
should be derived from the town's character while architectural ideas, historicity,
technological achievements, and famous events should be enthusiastically emphasized..
The Main Street program has been defined and presented to many towns and
chizens across the Unhed States. Each time a town expresses the interest that they wish
to join the program, something in that town has started towards a goal of revitalization. In
studying the Main Street Program, the four points of approach must be the most stressed
and studied aspects ofthe program. These four points provide the foundation in which
thousands of towns have succeeded and failed. The straightforward language in the
definition of the four points makes them simple to learn and applicable to participating
towns. The Main Street Program's guidelines give a direction towards revitalization
success but that is often not enough.
The only element that is essential to the equation is the "community" itself
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Figure 2.1- Hotel Garza in Post, Texas.
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Figure 2.2- Interior ofcommercial building in Post, Texas.

Figure 2.3- Windows display in Post, Texas.
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CHAPTER III
AMERICAN SMALL TOWNS

History and Development
The American downtown has seen many changes through the years. The Main
Street Program was conceived to create a new life for downtowns that have faltered.
Different eras have brought new ideas and results for different towns. The outcome varies
from the way a town has coped with the development, thus the fall ofMain Street has
been a slow process taking many American ideas and buildings in its decline from glory.
But as Main Street, it was uniquely American, a powerful symbol of shared
experience, of common memory, of challenge and stmggle of building a
civilization. Through history the name embraced a variety of urban forms— the
thickened spine of a New England township, the central street in a neat grid, the
city center at the junction of diagonal boulevards, the downtown mall in the
remade city of the later twentieth century. Yet Main Street was familiar, always
recognizable as the heart and soul of village town or city.'
Main Street popularity was an essential ingredient ofthe development of American
ideals developed over time. As the community began to become a part ofthe new
technologies and ideals ofthe new American town, main street began to be lowered on
the list for protection.
After the "Age of Confidence," the last decade ofthe nineteenth century and first
decade in the twentieth, small towns began to lose population for the first time. Citizens
of small towns wished to become part ofthe new industrialized nation. As the Depression
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and the dust storms settled in, "small town, America" was hit hard and main street growth
halted. In the following years, the small town made a recovery.
Second on the long list of possible obstacles for "small town, America" was the
results following Worid War II. After the war, new attitudes developed for town planning
and construction encouraging citizens to forget the past and create anew. The attitude
was not only part ofthe downtown's failure but a large part of why America catapulted
into becoming the worid's leading power. The small town was not a place to grow but a
place to remember. So, with this renewed outlook on life, the American worker was
given a reason to strive for a new and developing town. People no longer wished to deal
with the run-down streets; they looked to the future, suburbia and developments that
rejected the centralized city idea.^ The abandonment of the town center had a two-fold
effect on many cities because it ehher destroyed the existing buildings or abandoned
buildings for new locations. Both outcomes devastated the economic base ofthe
downtown centers.
Combined with the effects of Worid War II, the Housing Act of 1949 became a
catalyst for Urban Renewal in the United States. The housing act offered federal funds for
destruction of slums and blighted areas. During the 50's, 60's and 70's, the price of
destmction included houses, commercial buildings and a variety of buildings which
architecturally defined America. Urban renewal not only brought total destmction but the
bastardization of original historic building fronts with the new technologies ofthe timeAlcoa Aluminum, full glass panes, mirrored glass and any material which seemed to be the
new fad and savior ofthe old brick buildings (Figure 3.1). '
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Urban renewal gained notoriety in large towns by providing new homes in blighted
sections of towns, but the tme resuh ofthe 1949 act was how it inevhably affected small
towns in America. Small towns knew that if the larger town continued to grow that
eventually they would suffer economic and population loss to the bigger town. So in
trying to compete with the bigger towns, small towns also began to modernize and listen
to the new ideas of urban renewal. The small towns were blind in believing that the
modifications would help. In reality the changes would be the very origin of their
suffering. The new store fronts, wider streets, express loops, and the mall all began to
combine to form disaster.
President Eisenhower and his plans to create the interstate system ofthe United
States also forced small towns to succumb to big city pressure. The actual constmction
and novel idea ofthe interstate should have helped the small town, but in actuality these
new super highways moved cars and money away from the small town and rapidly into the
big city.
When discussing problems about a small town whh the local citizens, they usually
describe the perceived need for the highway to come through the town, not around it.
The argument had been proven in numerous towns where the interstate had the ability to
kill or spawn life in a small town. If a small town was lucky enough to have the interstate
mn next to its city limits, then h could gain business from the traffic. But, if the interstate
bypassed the town, there was a heavier reliance upon advertising to promote business.
Shopping malls were most frequently blamed for the destruction of downtowns,
but in reality, malls merely displaced businesses once located in downtown districts It
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was the combination of numerous contributing factors, compounded by the increasing
number of automobiles that needed to be parked in the towns that recmited businesses
away from downtown locations." The addition of parking might not have been so
devastating if only the planners and the developers had cooperated. The exorbitant
amount of development caused confusion in the constmction and/or planning phase. It
was not always the planner's fault because many times they were not even cognizant ofthe
fact that historic buildings were involved. The total ignorance ofthe society was limited
to the "new" and the idea of historicity was not forefront in the minds of developers.
The last two considerations ofthe fall and rise of main street were the economic
changes and the movement from small towns. Economically, the basis for a town's growth
is an expanding market-a trend that usually pertains to larger cities with unstable patterns.
Conversely, small towns have retained one and two job markets and survived for
generations. The problems in the 50's to the 70's were that the small towns were
beginning to lose those supporting businesses. With the general failure, people began to
move from the small towns. Once again, urban development was a root cause of flight
because the necessary work force for a town was leaving. The chances for new
businesses arriving in the small town was reduced as there was no available work force.
This problem gained the most notoriety when the towns began to lose their youthfiilness
M5

and gained the image that people attribute to "small town, America.'

As the economy changed so did the many of aspects ofthe American way of life as
it was known. During the last fifty or so years, the small town has gone through
enormous changes: rapid progress and destmction, dispersed settlement, busts that often
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followed booms in adequate transportation, compethion among towns, climate changes,
technological changes, and the exhaustion of natural resources.^ Exhaustion ofthe
materials and the labor force usually showed the MSP its most difficuh challenge. Once
again, the lack of foresight and planning may have been the catalyst for the deterioration.
Many towns might have been able to survive if new life had been provided through
population and other economic gains.
Each change that occurred was brought about by the movement of people in and
out ofthe small and mral communities. Such grass roots movements have rejuvenated
towns that might have disappeared decades ago, but because ofthe strong small town
myth and ideals people have returned to mral towns. The reason people have moved back
and forth between small and large towns, and why people have wanted the small town
image accompanied by a quaint atmosphere instead ofthe urban ideals.
Eventually, it has been the dissatisfaction of citizens and local town officials which
brought an end to demolhion and eventual rebuildings ofthe small town. Residents yearn
for the past, hoping to combine it with the new approaches to planning and economic
revitalization (Main Street Program).

South Plains
West Texas, the Caprock, or the South Plains are all descriptions ofthe region in
which many small Texas towns still survive. These towns provide a ftiture for agriculture
and continue to create an expanding market for these products. Each town studied is
similar in location in the geographical region that is technically called the South Plains
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(Figure 3.2). They were each founded at the beginning ofthe twentieth century with the
similar initial development in each town.

History of Land Development
Land, individual ideas, a fresh start, opportunity and need are all acceptable
reasons for why the South Plains became the last great land rush ofthe United States. As
people began to move west, the plains of Texas were settled by ranchers with land
holdings that grew to be larger than some states. Land was available from the sale of
unproportioned school land in the 54 counties created in July of 1879. Also, the state
government was giving land to the railroads at a rate of sixteen sections per mile of track
laid.
Some, who were willing to buy the cheap land and settle, were able to gain an
unlimited number of acres. The ranchers that developed such ranches tried to hold back
the home settlers for many years, but following a few bad droughts and tough winters the
ranchers began to sell their land to cover the cost of lost stock.' As the land was sold off,
new settlers began to try new ways of making money from the land rather than the
tradhional ranching. Originally, the settlers thought the land was useless for anything
except ranching but through experimentation the land became agriculturally developed.
The land was sold to entrepreneurs, farmers, and developers. Post, Levelland, and
Littlefield were all colonized by men who thought they could make more money by selling
the land to settiers than by farming. A small community would initially consist ofthe
farmers and sometimes small businesses, then potential developers and town founders
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would typically gather around a site for a town where they would later decide to
incorporate.
The three Main Street towns chosen were all created by entrepreneurs who had
acquired extensive parcels of land to sell to settlers. Post, Littlefield and Plainview each
began from the profit of land development. Companies developed not only the towns, but
also the agricultural or ranch lands surrounding the area. Post and Littlefield, Texas, were
developed by colonizers, while Plainview differed in that the local land company did not
have a major role in the founding ofthe town except through its efforts of enticing a
population into the area.

Post. Texas
Founded in 1907 Post, Texas, was started by an entrepreneur named C.W Post.
He was a native of Illinois who became a millionaire from his interest in health products
and cereals. In 1885, he made his first trip to Texas in which he bought a ranch near Fort
Worth and began many other business dealings. By 1906, Post returned to Texas and
bought a quarter-million acre ranch which eventually became the original site of Post,
Texas, where be would build a model town on the last frontier.
C.W. Post staked out the town on the Caprock, and subsequently started his
advertising campaign for settlers. His idea for selling the land was to divide the sections
by roads into quarters and sell one division to each family. The plan was intended to bring
the families closer together and provide hosphality, but soon failed when families built in
the middle ofthe quarters, thus separating the families. ^ In Post's original plan for the
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quarters of land, each ofthe households was to build on the four corners which touch each
other thus providing a small community (Figure 3.3). The families could have used each
other as helpfijl hands or become close neighbors, but instead the owners ofthe land
decided to start building in the middle so as to keep a better eye on the whole tract of
land. The one corner idea that Post envisioned for their settiing was good for camaraderie
but the middle provided a direct and shorter distance to the crops.
Post's initial idea did not work, but his town continued to grow as planned. His
first task was to create a company to mn the city and its dealings. He chartered the
company. Double U, that provided for a manager, builders and supplies to be sent to the
Caprock. Shortly after the storage buildings and houses were begun, the city officials
became aware ofthe mles for the county seats in Texas. To be eligible for a county seat,
a city had to be whhin five miles ofthe geographic center ofthe county. Post,
unfortunately, was not located whhin the required miles. Consequentiy, construction was
hahed and a new town she was located about ten miles east ofthe edge ofthe Caprock;
this became the final she of Post, Texas (Figure 3.4).
The town of Post developed as C.W. Post intended. Plans and specifications ofthe
design were presented in detail through drawings and letters done by Post himself For
example. Post created color schemes, specified the type of government, provided plans of
houses, sewers and cesspools, identified water sources, and developed business ideas
ranging from agricuhure to banking.^ This town was C.W. Post's dream that became a
reality (Figure 3.5).
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Post's growth remained steady from its founding until the 1930's when an increase
in the average income and population spurred downtown development. However, the
majority of Post's buildings and homes had been constmcted prior to economic
stimulation. Life in the 1940's through the 1970's in Post followed the typical small town's
history with little change.
The reality of a town being buih on the untamed South Plains was eminent. The
historical development of Post, however, surprisingly paralleled the development of other
small towns rather than being independent. A typical ascent and descent in population
affected the manner in which the city responded to the changing world. One development
that helped Post survive during the decline of small towns was the local discovery of oil in
the 1930's. The new income generated from the oil industry provided an additional
economic base for Post. When the oil industry combined with the existing agricultural
base. Post's future was secured until the 1980's. Like so many other Texas towns in the
1980's, the declining price of oil dimmed the economic future of Post, the city of Post was
not going to die easily. The town and hs chizens pulled together and began researching
additional ways to support their town. The Main Street Program was the needed salvation
for the town's growing concerns.
Post, Texas' location on the South Plains produce many benefits and characteristics
that made h special to the citizens and people ofthe region. In addition to the oil and
agriculture, Post has also had a special connection to a well know cereal: Post cereal The
Post cereal company still associates itself with the town and once a year the town and
company celebrate the partnership. Also since the 1980's, Post has become known for its
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theatrical performances. The theater produces live plays throughout the year which attract
thousands of visitors. With the continued success ofthe Garza theater an additional
theater is slated to be opened in 1994. One unique characteristics of Post is a tourist
attraction held monthly. Mill Day reopens the abandoned mill for market products,
antiques, collectibles, and crafts. A special community has been produced in Post, Texas
and the unique qualities provide attractions for the Main Street Program and the citizens
ofthe South Plains.

Littlefield. Texas
The development of Littlefield was begun in 1901 when George W. Littlefield
noticed the need for the colonization ofthe South Plains and bought 312,000 acres from
the famous XIT ranch. His ranch was located in the area of present day Littlefield, Texas,
which provided the area and location for a planned community. A new town was
eventually founded in 1913 after creating the Littlefield Lands Company in 1908 to
manage sales ofthe land (Figure 3.6)."^
The colonization process was not a practice of profession by George Littlefield yet
he was determined to make an effort, feeling that the town would develop. One ofthe
reasons for his interest in the business of land colonization came to him in the form of
money. Littlefield was offered money by a big colonizer in the South Plains and Texas,
W.P. Soash. Soash's offer was rejected by Littlefield as he was not familiar with
colonization and its true effect upon the land. It was not until shortly after Soash's offer
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that Littlefield decided to try colonization himself Littiefield did successfully start the
company which he eventually sold to Soash after approximately ten years."
In 1912, Littiefield, Texas, soon achieved success when h succeeded in getting the
railroad. The railroad practically guaranteed development ofthe small Texas town
because its arrival was a sign of potential growth even though the county seat had been
awarded to Olton, Texas, a few years earlier. The county seat and railroad are two
important factors in a town's development, and Littlefield had one, the railroad.
When the city of Littlefield was awarded the railroad, it was still in the very eariy
stages of development. Railroad officials decided to determine the layout ofthe town by
dictating which way the main street would be laid. The railroad officials altered the
original north-south grid plan by specifying that the Phelps Avenue (main street) must be
placed at a ninety degree angle to the rails.'^
Some ofthe elements that were similar in the colonizing effort were: towns
provided water wells, they were agriculturally based, the first buildings were stores and
schools, and advertising played a major role in the colonization (Figure 6.6). Unique to
Littiefield's development was the payment process for potential settlers who could not
afford the fiill payment: the payment would be deferred if improvements were made to the
land. Each town did have some form offinancialhelp to settlers since most settlers were
moving and looking for ways to earn a living. These efforts by the colonizers provided
help to the settlers while, at the same time, showing them that the land provided a
prosperous living (Figure 3.7).
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Littlefield eventually got the county seat and slowly developed through the efforts
of George Littiefield. Presently, Littiefield, Texas, has become like all the other small
towns in the South Plains whh stable a population and economic growth.
In one publication, distributed by the Littlefield Chamber of Commerce, the town
is described as blessed with the "Pioneer Spirit." The pioneer spirit stems from a history
of hard work in an attempt to keep Littlefield "strong and diverse." Historically, Littlefield
has been like many small towns that had a fluctuating past. From its founding, it grew
quickly then tapered off until the 1940's and 1950's when the population again grew an
abmpt 72%. After another plateau, a 10% increase occurred from 1950 to 1960 and well
into the 1970's. Presently the growth rate is less then 2% annually (which has been the
average when compared to the city's total growth of 27% from 1970 to 1980).'^
One notable example of Littiefield's pride and determination came in 1964 when
the downtown underwent a facelift. A beautification effort was supported by dividing the
cost ofthe project as follows: 54% from the property owners, 28% by utility companies,
and 18% by the city Government (Figure 3.9). "This Beautification entailed new street
paving, sidewalks, large pedestrian rest areas with background music, flower boxes and
garden areas, new street and signal lights, and underground utilities."''' Littiefield's attempt
to revhalize the downtown did not go unnoticed, they were awarded with the title of "All
American City" in 1969.
Even though the town had been cleaned up and modernized through the described
efforts, it suffered from a collapsing economy and population decline. This effort was an
important illustration of how this one small town strived to retain the life style ofthe
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community. During a two-year span from 1974-1976, the citizens strove to produce new
growrth in their town by successfijUy attracting five major businesses into the region. Each
business marked improvement by creating new jobs and opportunities for the fiiture.'^
Even though Littlefield businesses suffered in the 1980's, they returned to become major
economic contributors to the area
Some of Littiefield's challenges to keep the town strong have originated from the
unique qualities of life and characteristics that make this town special. One economic
specialty that Littlefield promotes keeping cotton here on the South Plains. Many towns
produce cotton but send the material off to be processed. Littlefield is home to the
American Cotton Growers Association, which produces Levi jeans and supports over 500
employees. Also, when someone from Littlefield is asked what is special about the town
they usually begin by saying that it is the home town of Waylon Jennings. The legend of
this country singer has provided the town with numerous opportunities to take advantage
of his popularity. Once a year, a free concert is given by Jennings which draws thousands
of visitors to the town. Littiefield's survival has been tough, but its strength comes from
the town's determination to prosper.
Littiefield's growth since 1913 has fluctuated much like the populations of all
/Werican small towns. Whh each ascent and decline has come many lasting changes in
the community and area. Through all ofthe transhions, Littlefield remains based upon a
enduring agricultural economy and a commitment to keep the town strong.
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Plainview. Texas
Plainview, Texas, was founded by two men and continued to develop under the
separate entity of the Texas Land and Development Company. This company offered land
that was fully irrigated, making it unique among other developments in the region. Other
companies sold the land leaving it to the settlers to develop the land. The Texas Land and
Development Company was initially unsuccessfiil in this venture in Plainview, but it
eventually recorded a profit for the Company. Unique to the Land and Development
Company was its founding; the company started after the major land msh in the South
Plains was already into fiill swing so its impact was not felt as strongly as other companies
in the region.
Ofthe three Main Street towns, Plainview is unique because it was developed by
two men whose idea for starting a town was to make life better for their families.
Plainview was founded in 1888 by Z.T. Maxwell and Edwin Lowden, making it the oldest
established town is this study. Plainview and Floydada, Texas, were founded during the
same period but Plainview has been able to grow to approximately ten times the size of
Floydada.'^
The growth of Plainview was steady from its inception due to the impact ofthe
land company. Almost as soon as the town was organized, the county seat was elected to
be in Plainview (Figures 3.10-3.11). By 1912, the population had grown to almost 6,000
people. Before the town started growing, the greatest deterrent to its economic growth
was the limited transportation in and out ofthe town. To combat this the town fought to
get the railroad through to Plainview. The citizens raised $75,000 dollars as a bonus to
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attract Santa Fe Railway to the town. As a result, Plainview was awarded the new track.
According to the agreement, Santa Fe was required to reach the town by January 1, 1907,
at noon. "To reach this goal the Company (Santa Fe) installed half the number of ties for
the last few miles."" This shows that the railroads realized their eminent importance to
the developing towns.
From the town's beginning, Plainview has been looked upon as a town whh high
morals. Plainview has been the home of two religiously based colleges, one of which,
Wayland Baptist, continues to provide secondary education. Both moral and religious
attractions brought a special type of settler to this town noted for its "good" living.
Plainview used this notion in hs brochures in 1912 to attract potential settlers. The
brochures stated that there has "never been a saloon or den of vice of any description in
Hale County, and Plainview is recognized as one ofthe cleanest and most moral towns in
the state."'^
Plainview continued to be the largest town, by population, on the South Plains
until Lubbock began to grow in the 1920's and is presently the second largest town. The
convenient location between Amarillo and Lubbock, plus its reputation for high morals,
has historically been the savior of Plainview.
With the loss of Texas Technological College in 1923 to Lubbock, Plainview
began to relinquish hs reputation as the biggest town on the South Plains. Slowly the
town's growth was stunted and leveled off sometime during the 1950's, with light growth
continuing until the present. Information about the growth of Plainview's downtown has
been constant with Broadway (Plainview's Main Street) having a plethora of different
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buildings. In Post and Littlefield, the buildings were built mainly in the 1920's and 1930's,
but in Plainview buildings date from the 1940's through the 1980's. This variety of
construction clearly shows that the downtown of Plainview did not truly suffer until the
early 1990's when businesses began to move out ofthe downtown district.
Since the introduction ofthe Main Street Program into the downtown, Plainview
has begun to promote hs uniqueness through advertising. In addition to being a town with
historically moral values and a place for higher education, Plainview also offers a place for
visitors to not only shop at department stores, but also a variety of quality antique shops.
If a visitor is not looking for antiques, another attraction to visitors is the small town
symphony which Plainview boasts the only one of its kind. Two economic specialties for
Plainview is the Wal-mart central distribution center and the relationship with Jimmy
Dean, sausage magnate and county singer.
Plainview's history shows the growth of a small town that was fortunate enough to
attract businesses from surrounding towns well into the 1980's. In the I990's less
expensive gas arrived in Plainview, the temptation for citizens to travel elsewhere was
exceedingly great. Local citizens and residents ofthe surrounding area began commuting
to Lubbock and Amarillo for merchandise causing Plainview's economy to falter

Myth
Why have people decided again and again to return to the small town life?
Perhaps two answers are historic preservation and the Main Street Program. Historic
preservation and the Main Street Program is an attempt to draw from the community the
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nostalgic feelings and ideals ofthe past-to bring American towns into the present.
Additional aspects are social systems, way of life, economics, and other images of town
life. All this culminates into the small town myth. The small town myth is the binding
element of preservation and it is also a technique that has successftilly been integrated in
towns. Various aspects of economics, social behavior, family life, business practices, etc.
all have ways of resurrecting images ofthe small town and mral way of living Max
Lerner describes the American image and myth eloquently in his book, America as a
Civilization:
The phrase "small town" has come hself to carry a double layer of meaning, at
once sentimental and condescending. There is still a belief that democracy is more
idyllic at the "grass roots," the business spirit is purer, that the middle class is more
intensely middling. There is also a feeling that by the fact of being small the small
town somehow escapes the cormption of life in the city and the dominate
contagions that infest the more glittering places. History, geography, and
economics gave each American town some distinctive traits of style that are
imbedded in the mind, and the memory ofthe style is all marked because ofthe
nostalgia felt, in a largely urban America, for what seems the lost serenity of
small-town childhoods. '^
Americans have a tendency to follow the majority, thus leaving the small town
minority to suffer total economic disaster. Max Lerner tries to illustrate about the small
town as being separated from the battles waged in urban American; in 1957 the small town
was still somewhat protected, thereby substantiating his argument. In today's society, the
small town myth is a general term that is sentimental and almost yearns for the past.
Small town America can still be thought of as being part ofthe small town myth.
When one lives and studies small towns, they come to realize that the small town is the
foundation of America. The foundation of American life grew from small towns and thus
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corruption and democracy was always present but at a smaller scale. When a person from
a small town looks towards towns like Houston or Dallas, they see the problems glaringly
because they are magnified by the population. This is not to say that small town life is a
dichotomy of urban life, because small towns are basically organized like an urban city.
Is there still the myth that once surrounded small town life? Yes, because the myth
is still used to promote and help revive what America once was— a place that people
would leave their doors unlocked and everyone knew their next door neighbor. The small
town myth has become more of an idea than a reality. In most case the myth is more of
what each individual town or person makes of it. One individual might relate the myth to
the era ofthe I920's while another person would recollect thoughts form the 1950's. The
reality ofthe myth is in the minds and thus the definition relies on individual perspectives.
The small town myth continues to be a powerful tool which is present in more than
merely the small town hself and preservation. It has been used in elections, writings,
movies, and historical accounts for preservation. The myth of small towns has been
developed out of small town ideals which have prodded the way Americans view the
world.
Authors like Thornton Wilder and Sherwood Anderson, painters like Norman
Rockwell, and the Saturday Evening Post captured images and displayed them for all of
America to see. The images were what has become the myth. During that "age of
confidence," the American way of life has been said to have been at it finest at a time
when everyone knew what it was to be an American.'" From this concept, the
preservation movement wants to draw its support in saving America's past. It is the soul
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of American life that comprises the small town myth, of all that is good and evil. Images
that are familiar to us describe the small town neat, compact, corner grocery, gossips,
whhtling, the fat mayor, one policeman, courthouse square, pariors, barns, democracy,
honesty, and many other words that are synonymous with the small town.
One example of how the small town myth has been put into built form is the
development ofthe Disney theme parks. In creating the Main Street at Disney parks,
Walt Disney wanted to capture what many towns are trying to revive in their own
downtowns. He was trying to capture that feeling of small town America, specifically
Disney's home town of Marceline, Missouri, and use h as a device to bring people to his
parks. Even though the buildings are reduced in scale to the original town, the techniques
are similar to the Main Street approach because by revitalizing the downtown, cities can
capture that small town "myth" and idealism that some tourists are looking for. The one
difference in Disney's parks are that designs are used to stress the golden past, with the
addition of "ironically idealizing not only his childhood but the future. His Main Street is
not an end in hself but the entryway into other less familiar realms. . ."'' Similar to
Disney's idea, small towns want to see the "golden past," while moving into the fijture but
do not want to sacrifice the preservation efforts or create false buildings like Disney.
The latest movement back to the small town was in the 70's and was comprised of
urbanites moving back to the mral environments seeking what had been missing from their
lives. One such list of reasons and ideas that have been cited for the latest "grass roots"
movement was compiled to get a tme feeling of how some Americans think ofthe mral
and small towns.
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Small is beautifiil, human scale, no growth, intermediate technology, organic
farming, distmst of government- big business and big cities, wages are equal,
interstate provide death and life to the small town, theft, vandalism, air pollution,
traffic, higher taxes. ^^
Once again the small town was being promoted as a retreat from the pressures and
control ofthe urban life style. The most recent movement was stimulated by Watergate
and social unrest that drove people away from the city in search of that small town myth
that was still believed to be in small town America. If the myth was no longer present,
then this new group was going to revive that lost spirit.
In many ways, there are remnants ofthe 70's movement still affecting the small
town. There has been a constant growth of preservation in the United States since the
I970's. Perhaps the idea of transforming small towns into the small town myth might
work or at the very least be able to consider themselves unique enough to halt efforts of
becoming big chies by enjoying what they have. Techniques like preservation and
economic recovery have been joined and examples of success are numerous.
Preservation in the small town has become a life blood for many cities across the
nation and has provided extra incomes for others in less need. But the final reason and
outcome of preservation is why does it work? Nostalgia and small town myths have
played a large role in the development and success of preservation. This phenomena is
documented and essentially tme in most towns as studies show most successes stemming
from the American way of life. Therefore, through the democracy and freedom of ideas,
Americans can be creative while changing what needs to be changed and saving what
needs to be saved. If nothing else is understood, h is imperative to realize that the Small
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Town Myth and way of life does control the way things are done-whether through Main
Street Programs, preservation and economics ideals or from the process of creating anew.
Main Street has been successful because people want to be nostalgic towards their
heritage. But one thing needs to be made clear, it is the tourist who draws more feelings
from the small town myth than the chizens living in the cities. This is because it is the
tourist who has the luxury to enjoy the scenery and not worry about the lifestyle offered
after their departures. Most chizens still think ofthe cities as their homes and the
preservation techniques are merely a device that works when contemporary ideals do not.
This is not to say that the citizens of small towns do not become nostalgic; however, they
too are looking for the American dream to improve their own town.

Texas Myth—South Plains
On the South Plains and in Texas the small town myth is still present, but there is a
slightly different twist to the myth. In addition to the small town myth, there is the myth
of being Texas. The state is bigger than life and has provided more than a hundred and
fifty years of myths and stories about the west. Images brought about by cowboys, the
lone star, and that "everything is bigger in Texas" gives Texas a myth that visitors from
other states anticipate. The Texas myth is as real as the small town myth in that there are
some real cowboys, the lone star still exists on the flag and in the minds of a tme Texan
and on the roads of Texas. Some images are real, some are the thoughts and words of
history, but when small towns on the South Plains are trying to hold onto the past, the
Texas myth can still become part ofthe future.
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What makes the South Plains a community of small towns is not limited to the
small town myth or the Texas myth. Similarities in each town provides a bond that
created the regional community at the turn ofthe century. When individuals moved to the
last frontier, many ideas were brought with them, some still remain today. A new life
based on agriculture and clean living founded many ofthe towns on the South Plains. An
abundance ofthe people who reside in the region are Christians with a conservative view
of living and one slogan shows the reliance on agriculture, "Cotton is King." Also, if there
is anything else that creates a good living on the Plains, it is the mild climate in the region.
Other similarities that have become a major influence in the small towns was the fight for
the railroad and county seat during the founding ofthe region. As the region developed
other milestones such as acquisitions of hospitals, good schools, highways, and industry,
one need that constantly surfaced in the interviews with the city officials was the need to
attract new industry into the towns that would support new jobs.
If given the chance, a small town on the Plains can provide a decent home with
which many Americans would be happy. The region is one ofthe most comfortable
climates in the state, providing a summer that is dry and hot and a winter that is fairly
clement. The best reason to live in a small South Plains town is the ever present "Pioneer
Spirit of Helping Your Neighbor." This attitude of helping and giving can be found
abundantly among the population ofthe South Plains.
The potential for the small town on the South Plains is based on cause and effect
If one thing happens, then others are sure to follow. For example, when the county seat
and railroad developed in a town, the town grew. After each consecutive new
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development, the population grew. Growth has been gained from the oil industry,
colleges and universities, new industry, and other highway systems. It is safe to say that if
a town does not actively pursue the development or upgrading of services, then it will not
continue to grow, thus, will lose hs population. This is not to say that the town will cease
to exist but that the towns will only provide a base to those individuals who favor that
style of life or those who are marginally involved in agriculture.
Reading and studying about the South Plains, one realizes that the region is
extremely different than any other region in the state and the Plains. The South Plains has
provided a new way of life for decades and the culture that has developed has shown
potential and success. But, do these differences affect how the South Plains can get help?
In the case of the Main Street Program, the South Plains should provide a slightly
different perspective to the Main Street Program. Generally, Texas has been regarded as a
state with an abundance of resources and cultures. As shown, the South Plains also
provides a different set of problems for the Main Street Program. One problem is the
distance from Austin and the difficulty of obtaining information quickly. Other problems
that could accme are slight differences in the architecture, the community attitudes, and a
history that has had fewer years to develop than older towns of Texas. Physical problems
and problems ofthe communhy combine to develop the Main Street Program for that
individual region and town. Economic problems stem from lack of money and new
industry which, in-turn, fail to provide new jobs that tend to keep the residents from
leaving the small town for the urban areas. Another problem related to jobs is that the
small towns often lack whhe-collar jobs and the higher wages salaries which could provide
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a boost to the economy. If the economy affects the businesses and the citizens then there
is probably also a problem in the city government. In most cases the money problems for
the town are caused by federal mandates which add additional cost for implementation and
enforcement. Laws like the American Disabilities Act require a town to provide access for
the handicapped and thus the city has to spend the money in other places instead of being
able to help the economic situation ofthe town. But, if there is one problem that has had
the most damaging effect on the small town, it is the perception that the small town is
"drying up in the wind." This image prevents growth because industries do not want to
spend the money on a losing cause and only the chizens can use positive thinking to
devlop their unique (available) qualities.

Conclusion
The small town has been the heart of American civilization for decades and the
importance of how it developed is critical to its continuation. Small towns have their own
uniqueness history and myths. An understanding ofthe history and myths help provide a
bond for the community and the potential techniques that might be used.
When the Main Street Program enters a small town there can be an excitement
shown by the community. This exchement is for the help and potential future
development ofthe economic base. What most communities are not aware of at the
beginning is that not only the buildings need to be preserved, but there is more information
and ideas that go into making a successful Main Street Program. The introduction ofthe
history ofthe small towns and the individual town needs should be considered because the
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history is what helped make the town special. The unique history will draw attention to a
sometimes bland looking town. If the history is similar to other towns then there is always
the capabilities that the small town myth or in the case of Texas, the Texas myth can be
used to attract potential economic recovery.
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Figure 3.1 Bob Collier's Dmg Store in Post,Texas.
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Figure 3.2- Map ofthe Texas Panhandle
Source- B.R. Bmnson, The Texas Land and Development Company: A Panhandle
Promotion. 1912-1956.

Figure 3.3- C.W. Post's community farming idea.
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Figure 3.4- Gateway to Post, Texas, 1921.
Source- Southwest Collection

Figure 3.5- Main Street Post, Texas and the center median, 1921
Source: Southwest Collection.
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Figure 3.6- Founder's day July 4, 1913, Littlefield, Texas.
Source- Southwest Collection

Figure 3.7- Panoramic view of Littlefield, Texas in 1921.
Source- Southwest Collection
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Figure 3.8- Demonstration farm, Littlefield, Texas, 1920.
Source- Southwest Collection

Figure 3.9- Downtown Littiefield, Texas looking southwest, 1967.
Source- Southwest Collection
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Figure 3.10- South and west sides ofthe courthouse square in Plainview, Texas,
1906.
Source- Southwest Collection

Figure 3.11- North side of courthouse square in Plainview, Texas, 1906.
Source- Southwest Collection
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CHAPTER IV
TOWN PLANNING

Town planning in the South Plains has been neither innovative or experimental; it
has developed from patterns that have lent themselves well in other Texas towns and
across the United States. This section provides a background on the reasons and theories
used by developers that affected town layouts on the South Plains.

Grid
South Plains, like other regions in the Umted States, has been the home ofthe grid
system for the development of towns as well as the division of counties and land. The one
mile by one mile section is how the South Plains was divided for purposes of sales and
settiement. The gridded town plan can be traced to early western civilizations whose
utilization ofthe plan stemmed from a variety of purposes: military, religious covenants,
mercantile capitalism (railroad towns), industrial planning.' Studies have also been done
on the idea that the grid was a democratic idea— defensive and in favor ofthe equal
distribution of land. The resuhs of my research suggest that the grid was used in the
South Plains for hs simplicity.
History indicates that the grid is a pattern that lends hself well to colonizing
efforts. An interesting quote by Camill Sitte states what he thought about the Jeffersonian
Grid.
The division is obviously due to the fact that the terrain was not well-known at the
time and its fiiture development could not be predicted, since America lacked a
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past, had no history, and did not yet signify anything else in the civilization of
mankind but so many square miles of land. For America, Australia, and other
unopened lands the gridiron plan may for the time being still suffice. Wherever
people are concerned merely whh the colonizing the land, live only for earning
money and earn money only in order to live, it may be appropriate to pack people
into blocks of buildings like herring in a barrel.'
The simplicity and ease of designing towns had a positive effect on settlement
because h allowed people to begin a life more quickly and easily. By using the grid,
officials in a new town could easily keep track ofthe equally divided land. The land was
thus divided so that each settler would receive "separate but equal" land. This division
helped create order in these new Texas areas, producing similarities with their eastern
counterparts. If the grid did not create a feeling of equality in the new settlers, h did
provide simple management for the developers because everything could be organized
effortlessly making the settlement process quicker and easier.
The common pattern and standard scheme may have provided the towns with
similar characteristics. As one drives through each of these small towns, there is no similar
pattern in development, except through the use of gridded streets. Similarities among the
South Plains' towns do include the cardinal points grid orientation, the railroad, the main
street (central business district), and highways.
Early examples ofthe origin ofthe American grid come from ideas employed on
the east coast. The grid may have developed from Jamestown, Virginia's formation ofthe
market square. Early instructions for Jamestown dictated that the street plats were to be
laid out squarely around the market place. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania's central square was
laid out similariy to Jamestown for the purpose of holding the four public buildings at the
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four comers: the House of Public Affairs, State House, Market-House and a school house
were to be located on the plat.^
Each example of a pre-Civil War town square of America was often unplanned but
transcended into squares through the gradual expansion and movement of important town
functions and services. Chariottesville, Virginia's public square was actually platted
outside ofthe existing city. As the city grew, businesses began to build around the square
to gain easy access to the center ofthe square. Examples like Chariottesville have showed
that in many instances the development of a town square was formulated from a
non-traditional design. Plans, like the Lancaster and Charleston Plan, were planned with
central focal points yet felt different from the town square that is commonplace today.
What we identify currently as a square is a collage of streets with buildings surrounding a
central area; this design has been used as a planned plat in towns following the conclusion
ofthe Civil War (Figure 4.1.A-F).^
On the South Plains, towns like Crosbyton and Littlefield, Texas seem essentially
square and have evolved from the original plan to include extra appendages which result in
footprints as unique as the commumties themselves. Ofthe remaining six towns studied,
Tahoka, Floydada and Levelland have a tme courthouse square with surrounding
businesses and the main street fronting the square. Post, Brownfield, and Plainview have
courthouse squares, but the major business corridors are along the main street. An
examination ofthe maps in Appendix A show that each town (whether from its beginnings
or throughout its history) is different.
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Crosbyton and Littlefield also have the courthouse squares with the businesses
situated along a corridor and not around the square. Of particular interest is that each
was planned according to the needs ofthe railroad. Crosbyton was originally a "cutting"
area for cattle. When they received the railroad, this helped the town develop as the
railroad provided a focal point for the main businesses alongside the line.'
Littiefield's development was managed by an individual who was fortunate enough
to have the railroad come in at the outset ofthe town's existence. An interesting aspect in
the design of Littlefield is that the railroad company requested that the main street be
perpendicular to the rail lines. This disturbed the developers because the rails did not mn
north-south but slightly tilted northwest-southeast. To be tme to the north-south grid
system, railroad officials brought the main street out at a perpendicular line from the rails
until h intersected whh the courthouse. Then the rest ofthe town was laid accordingly to
the original north-south grid."* This plan gave Littlefield residents and businesses a direct
line of sight to the courthouse and the railroad depot whh long avenues culminating in
focal points at the ends ofthe streets.
One other planning theory that perhaps impacted the area was the new town as an
instmment of modernity. This idea was used more in developed towns, but in the case of
these new South Plains communities, it is possible that the developers were wanting their
towns to be created for modern living. In the early 1900s, when these towns were
developing, America was gearing up for the industrial expansion. Technology was
booming in agriculture as well as the built worid. It is possible that the planners used the
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gridded design to facilitate the idea that the worid was becoming streamlined and fast
paced, so why not create the towns that would lend themselves to these new ideas?

Courthouse Square
An important part ofthe gridded town plan is the courthouse square or town
square. The European town squares and those in United States have been part ofthe
ftindamental element of city life. The town squares on the South Plains are no different in
planning philosophy from the larger cities. Historically, the square provided for military
uses, businesses, speeches, social gatherings, and executions. Some towns exist solely
because ofthe town square and what it offers (Figure 4.2).
The courthouse square in this region was a thriving part of a town's existence
because it provided service, merchandise, food, and extracurricular activities but most
importantly it was the heart ofthe town. In most cases, the town square was the location
of local government and where the important decisions were made. The squares were
centralized because they were an integral part ofthe grid system. Historically, the squares
or plazas provided an interest to the area that drew settlers.
As clearly stated by Willard Robinson, the town square in Texas was and is:
. . . typically the county seat, the public square was traditionally the focus for
community life, the stage for social intercourse among residents.
While the
public square was a social center, motivations for monetary profit also gave
impetus to the platting of towns around a central space. Businessman were eager
to establish their mercantile, houses, livery stables, hotels, and bars in prominent
locations.^
Towns on the South Plains have used the town square to their advantage by
allowing businesses to be situated along the main street around the courthouse square.
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Each town chose the center ofthe square as the site for the courthouse with the exception
of Crosbyton. When Crosbyton received the county seat, the courthouse was situated
southwest ofthe square as stipulated by the original land owners. The center ofthe town
square was intended to be used as a city park.^ While this remains tme, a museum has
beeen added and currently provides a place for community events.
The tme courthouse squares in Levelland, Tahoka and Floydada seem to be slowly
declining in use, with Tahoka's suffering the most. Brownfield, Littlefield, Post and
Plainview with their linear business districts have continued to keep up the economic
activity in the buildings; therefore, their main streets are quite active.
As part ofthe criteria for the Main Street Program, a town should demonstrate an
economic need for improvement and a downtown that is viable for revhalization efforts.
From preliminary studies of South Plains towns, it is observed that the four linear towns
are larger in population and have stronger community commitments which aid struggling
businesses. The hallmarks of successful Main Street towns are exhibited in each of these
four linear towns.
The combination ofthe grid and the courthouse square has helped the South Plains
draw settlers and vishors alike to become a part ofthe last great land msh. By using the
grid and square, new residents perhaps felt closer to home or familiar with the place even
though it was new to them. Making the South Plains presentable and sellable was a
tremendous undertaking and risk by developers, but by incorporating this system of
planning, the settiements grew. Once again, this is partly speculation as the land hself was
an equally big draw into the region due to its potential for agricultural development.
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Figures 4.1- The courthouse sqaure in six East Coast towns.

Figure 4.2- Courthouse Square in Plainview, Texas.
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CHAPTER V
COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURE

Small towns and urban centers alike have commercial buildings which provide an
economical and architectural history. Studies ofcommercial buildings have been plentiful
but few have focused on the small commercial buildings in mral towns across America.
The buildings in small towns are typically not grand nor designed by famous architects, but
they are as important to their respective towns as the Empire State building is to New
York City. A unique history is presented by each building; its past should depict the story
each building has to share. The Main Street Program exploits the history and style ofthe
buildings of a downtown to promote new businesses with economic opportunities.
Reflecting the history and style of a building creates a successful preservation of
the building; an understanding ofthe development ofcommercial buildings is required to
comprehend the complexity of history and building in the United States. In general,
buildings in small towns during the nineteenth and the eariy twentieth century were
designed and buih by builders. Architects tended to be non-existent. This norm did not
result in buildings of lesser style; on the contrary, the commercial stmctures have none the
less gained notoriety.

Influences
The eariiest buildings in small towns were small, wood-frame buildings constmcted
whh false fronts (Figure 5.1). Fnctional need in many instances was the driving force
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behind the design of buildings. When the businesses and towns enlarged, these buildings
were replaced with more permanent stmctures of stone, brick, and concrete.
Research and studies into who and how the new permanent buildings were
designed are scarce. If there was a customer who needed a new building and a contractor
who could build such a stmcture, the building was constmcted. Sources, like pattern
books and existing buildings, provided examples that builders could duplicate or add to
whh their own unique style. Even though each town was created by different individuals
and for specific climates, the constmction of all commercial buildings can be characterized
by three distinctive components.
Each building conforms to a mass and style with only the style being used in the
duplication of any building. The mass of a building is dictated by the site, zoning, building
codes, constmction techniques, interior functions, and materials. Therefore, in any given
case, a building could be a two-story commercial building of Queen Anne style yet the
individual mass unique to the she.
A second distinct characterization ofcommercial architecture is the irrelevance of
the floor plans in relation to the facades. When one looks at the facade of a commercial
building, the floor plan could be potentially anything. A generalized and open plan for a
muhitude of uses is designed into most commercial buildings, whereas the facades are
designed to provide distinction to other buildings in the town.
The third obvious difference is location. The location of a commercial building
itself does not depict the region in which h is built, with the exception of materials,
elements and historical references. Some regions have created their own distinctive design
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criteria, but when compared as a whole, commercial buildings have tended to remain
similar in style across the vast miles of America.'
In studying the Main Street Program, commercial buildings stand out as the focal
point ofthe downtown. Historically, these buildings have supported the town with a life
blood of economics and lifestyles; the design ofthe facades and interiors have been
reflections ofthe citizens of small towns. Changes in small towns gradually alter the look
of buildings as well as affecting the users.

Modernization
Some problems in commercial preservation can be traced to the mid-1930's when
the first modernization techniques were introduced into America's downtowns. These
modernization techniques involved the creation of a new identity for existing buildings and
the construction of architecture that introduced new styles into towns (Figure 5.2). This
change has been a contributing factor in the eventual decline ofthe American small town.
The introduction of modernization into the downtown has done more harm in recent
decades than was done in the 30's, 40's and 50's; this is the result ofthe small town's
continued endurance as an economic base for itself Modernization became the became
the waychanges in American architecture. However, during the present revitalization,
these towns are forced to remove or repair the modernization work. Some problems
could have been prevented if the materials used had been as durable as the material they
replaced.
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Some changes introduced into the small town often were delivered by
manufacturers of new technology and materials. Other forces changing the designs of
small town architecture included the automobile, competition between existing businesses
and architectural preferences. In the Sweet's Architectural File, from the 1930's, the
introduction of steel and recessed store fronts was advertised the most heavily. New
innovations in glass and steel provided for a new design element that was capable of
recessing the storefront back from the street. This new design not only provided a new
style but also the new fiinctionality of reducing the glare of sunlight, making allowance for
greater window display area, and providing an area to window shop slowly which each
contributed to attracting customers into the store.^ Other related parts ofthe commercial
building did not change as drastically as the facade until after Worid War 11.
With the excitement and fervor of freedom spreading across the nation, the
buildings of downtown were inevitable to become part ofthe changes. In the 1940's, with
new prosperity and goods being provided, the downtowns found themselves in an upward
trend. Once again the downtown was receiving a face lift. New considerations for the
automobile drastically added to the alteration ofthe commercial facade by allowing the
cars to drive through, thereby becoming an active participant ofthe building. The
buildings were also being designed to capture the eye of a faster moving person New
commercial facades were becoming a sort of billboard by providing information and
unique solutions for the occupants ofthe building.
One design which attracted tremendous attention was the "open front," during the
1930's. The facade was dropped back more drastically which allowed the entire store to
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be seen from the sidewalk. A variation of this theme was the "visible front" which was not
only designed to be seen but to be seen through.
The modernization of downtown reached full swing in the 1940's and 1950's with
the introduction of new materials that were cheaper and lighter than traditional
counterparts. Facades now became flat panels of veneers made from porcelain enameled
steel, decorative brick, aluminum, and glass. Changes were not only occurring on the
exterior but on the interior, too. New technologies such as fluorescent light fixtures, air
conditioning, and spot lighting allowed superior shopping in the newly renovated,
windowless stores.'
Main Street was becoming a landmark for the modern era because it was
successfully displayed new technology. One manufacturer ofthe era, Alcoa Aluminum,
stated: "What's so improbable about Alcoa Aluminum face-lifting Main Street USA? . . .
Handsome aluminum panels add just the right touch . . . to rows of buildings too good to
tear down but not much as they stand."" In addition to the new innovations available,
designers were also combining traditional and modern materials to arrive at solutions
which alluded to the past.
In the 1960's, the renovation of downtown categorized into a new style ~ "New
Formalism." This new style was generated by an architectural vocabulary that was shifting
from flat, unadorned facades towards ornamental designs which often combined of
classical motifs, metal, stone, and decorative concrete screens or grillwork. Screens were
reserved for the upper stories of buildings and differed from the renovations ofthe 1950's
in that the windows remained behind the new screen. The notable aspect of this new style
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is that the screens , ahhough uninspired architecturally, provide more variation in surface
textures, patterns, shadows and qualities that are inherently present in the materials
themselves.'
Other than the decades that the main streets of America went through
modernization, small towns never so needed a facelift and assistance that will bring
economic and archhectural life into the streets and buildings as today. From the mid
1930's to well past the 1960's, downtown America was changing. Today the downtown
must provide a solution to remedy the previous modernization efforts. In many cases, the
changes that occurred in the downtown were a direct cause of cultural, economical, social,
and technological developments. So, in a tme preservation sense the buildings of
downtown are historically correct as they are part ofthe history. The Main Street
Program, like most preservation professionals, chose to renovate the original facade and
protect a past heritage previously lost during the modernization period.

Commercial Building Types
The commercial districts of small America incorporate a variety of architectural
styles, scales and details to make each a unique composition and are familiarly packed with
buildings, people and cars yet each are discernibly different. Following is a list of terms
defining some ofthe most abundant commercial buildings. The list is from Richard
Longstreth's, A Guide to American Commercial Architecture. Longstreth's list is
comprehensive definitions that tend to be more descriptive then the common words like:
one-story or two-story.
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Two-Part Commercial Block
The most common style of archhectural composhion used for small to mid-sized
commercial buildings in America is the two-part commercial block. This type of stmcture
is distinguished by a horizontal division which distinctly divides the building's two to four
stories (Figures 5.3). The two zones may be similar, dissimilar or harmonious but the
separation clearly demarcates the differences of interior activities. The street level zone
typically houses public spaces such as a bank, a retail store or a hotel lobby while the
upper zone is indicative of more private spaces, including apartments, offices or a meeting
hall. The two-part commercial block style houses a wide range offiinctionsacross
America and continues to dominate the core ofcommercial districts.

One-Part Commercial Block
Another commonly used style of downtown districts is the one-part commercial
block. Unlike two-part commercial blocks, a one-part block consists of a single story
stmcture (Figures 5.4). The single story may be designed in a variety of styles ranging
from understated simplicity to high Victorian. One-part commercial blocks are often
confiised with one-story shops which are freestanding, enclosed by a pitched roof and
typically found in 18th and early 19th century settiements. A one-part commercial block is
best described, however, as being a simple box stmcture with an ornamental facade which
has urban overtones.
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Enframed Window Wall
The third commercial building type is the enframed window wall. The goal ofthe
enframed window wall was to allow greater order to a commercial facade compositionan idea which became popular near the turn ofthe 20th century and faded from glory in
the 1940's. This style of stmcture is visually integrated by enframing a large central
section with a wide border treated as an individual compositional unit (Figures 5.5). The
width of this type of facade is minimally twice the size of individual bays of either one- or
two-part commercial blocks. The enframed window wall pattern may be used on taller
buildings with overall widths smaller than those of single stories. Although this style of
building can be found in small towns, the style was most often utilized in urban business
centers.

Combinations
It is possible for a stmcture to be a combination of previously described building
types as departures from standard patterns of composhion in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. A building may be comprised of a street level facade indicative of a two-part
stmcture while the upper division is clearly an enframed window wall. One should not be
fmstrated nor confiised over such combinations but rather appreciate the designers' and
builders' struggles to improve upon standardized commercial building types.
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Stacked. Three-part Verticals, and Temple Fronts
Three other building styles worth mentioning are the stacked vertical block, the
three-part vertical block and the classical temple front. The stacked vertical block gained
popularity simultaneously whh soaring land values during the second half of the 19th
century. To avoid extreme costs of acquiring lands for sprawling single to four story
buildings, owners began stretching stmctures towards the sky-repeating the second story
elevation indefinitely upward. The three-part vertical block reached full popularity in the
1890's with hs three distinctive horizontal layers: the street level, which served as a visual
base; the mid-zone emphasized verticality, and the uppermost zone served as a cap to the
composition much the same way as the capital of a column. Thefinalbuilding style, the
temple front, was derived from ancient Greek and Roman masterpieces. Eariy examples
of this style in America date from the 1820's and 1830's, coinciding whh the widespread
popularity of Greek Revival schemes.^

Elements of Commercial Buildings
Details ofcommercial buildings are essential design elements ofthe overall
composition; windows, walls, entrances and trims all shape the character of built
stmctures. By simply changing these four elements, a storefront facade may be
transformed into an elegant movie theatre. Therefore, one should not forget the
importance of each element in commercial buildings.
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Stores
Early stores were easily recognized as being far deeper than wide with tendencies
of horizontal emphasis. Stores were vertically organized to house merchandise on lower
stories with offices and living areas above. Storefront designs balanced open display areas
below the regimented fenestration schemes of upper levels.

Movie Theatres
Over the course of history, the design motifs of movie theatres has evolved while
remaining focused primarily on facade particulars. Most facades accentuated verticality
with walls that were buih skyward from the corners toward the center. Other common
designs projected the facade to a height capable of enclosing a balcony behind its glory.
Marquees dramatically announced featured films while the ornamentation ofthe walls
echoed the spirit of Hollywood.

Hotels
Hotels were constmcted in open spaces or in groupings at a residential scale.
Addhions were frequently added to original hotel stmctures causing the buildings to
ramble somewhat aimlessly across a she. Important design elements, such as uniform wall
treatment, roof detailing with a strong cornice and invhing entry, contribute heavily to the
overall image of a hotel. These establishments frequently encouraged flourishing
commerce and social activity, serving as lodging facilities for traveling salesmen and
entertainers.
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Cafes
Cafe designs historically encompassed three elements which divided the facade:
the display space (based in theory that watching people eat encourages others to eat), the
entrance and signage. Because some materials transformed a facade into an orderly
package, the importance of material selection could not be overlooked; a brick cafe may
have been lost in a block of commercial buildings but a metal paneled cafe shouted for
attention.

Corner Blocks
The corner block posed the challenge of integrating two elevations and the
development of a strong entry way. The cornice of each elevation necessarily was given
more detailing than other sections because the profile ofthe building was vital. Walls of
the building were integrated by various means which included continuous sills, lentils and
beh courses, while the entrance was most commonly designed to set at a 45 degree angle
to the intersecting walls.

Continuous Business Blocks
A continuous business block relied upon the continuity of its materials, a uniform
profile and orderly fenestration. To identify the building as the commercial center ofthe
area, designers often buih these buildings over an entire block. Business blocks were
given special detailing, in most instances, to visually separate them from the surrounding
context ofthe downtown.
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Windows
Windows ofcommercial buildings help to define building styles and periods. Steel
framed windows have been popular for commercial buildings because of their strength and
low maintenance costs. Other commercial type windows include wood sash, warehouse
casement and transom, and fixed glass block. One ofthe more popular commercial
fenestration was the Chicago Window which was equally suhed for high style and
vernacular design.

Entrances
Commercial entrances achieved formality characterized by strong vertical and
horizontal organization. As commercial architecture evolved, increasingly large entrance
openings emphasized verticality. Cottage types and iron front buildings relied upon
detailing, including changes in texture through the smoothing or flattening of columns
embracing an entrance. Commercial entrances generally had a transom above a glass
paneled door and flanked by columns, although materials and styles varied greatly.

Commercial Facades
Commercial Facades were designed whh one of two types of organization. The
first type of facade is characterized by a recessed entrance with a transom held above glass
paneled doors (Figure 5.6). The facade holds a display window with a sign band
horizontally separating the building's zones. Fenestration may or may not be present in the
upper level but peripheral details of pilasters and the cornice are deliberately apparent
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The second type of facade follows the form of a column with a kick plate serving as the
base. Display windows, clerestories or transoms, and the frieze form the shaft ofthe
building while a parapet wall caps the facade (Figure 5.7). The facade types may be
combined in any number of ways but all solutions are undeniably commercial in spirit.'

South Plains
Along the Texas frontier, the building ofcommercial building types were behind
the contemporary style being used along the east coast. Frontier builders were working
with limited materials and knowledge of new styles but successfully continued to build on
the new frontier. Styles like Georgian, Classical Revival, Victorian and Greek Revival are
prominent in other regions ofthe country but due to the youth ofthe South Plains region,
these styles had become obsolete.
The first style to reach the region was frontier era architecture. Cmde huts and
cabins made of lumber, when wood could be found, or stone provided early settlers with
the materials of their first commercial buildings. As lumber shipments became available,
constmction ofthe two and sometimes three story commercial stmcture was started.^ The
style of these buildings were usually simple and slightly reflect the flare of Spanish Mission
influence.
As the towns developed fiirther in the 1930's, the means to get materials and more
qualified craftsman improved drastically. With the craftsmen and materials came a variety
of architectural styles which reflected newer styles from across the nation. There were,
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however, an addition of "hold overs" from the Victorian and Classical styles that excelled
in the constmction and detailing of certain building types.

Features
The majority ofthe building styles on the South Plains could be classified under a
category of vernacular architecture. Commercial buildings of this style are the buildings
with a simplistic symmetry and little ornamentation. Storefronts ofcommercial building of
the eariy and mid-twentieth century are typified by a support beam spanning the width of
the store front separating the upper and lower facades, masonry piers on either side ofthe
support columns, central entry of one or two doors, transom windows just below the
support beam, large display windows, and solid panels beneath the display windows.
Second stories are characterized by large windows (sometimes paired), simplified window
details, simplified cornice details, the absence of metal work, and simple brick corbelling
across window heads and cornices. Other characteristics range from awnings to minimal
amounts of metal around windows to small signs designating the use ofthe building.^

Buildings ofthe South Plains
When the last frontier ofthe South Plains was opened for settling, the most
prosperous business was agriculture, but other sources of income were desperately needed
to support the new settlers. Businesses such as hotels, general stores, leather shops, and
banks which opened along the South Plain's main streets began to shape small town
commercial districts. Buildings built to accommodate new businesses usually were no
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more than two stories tall. Plainview, Post, and Littlefield, Texas each provide a good
example of the development ofthe building industry since the 1920's. However,
researching historic buildings by scmtinizing old photographs tended to become difficult;
the facades had been changed so drastically that the features ofthe stmcture no longer
matched, nor resembled, the original building.

Vernacular
The style that best describes the buildings of the South Plains is one of vernacular
design. Vernacular can be defined in many ways but the definition most suitable to the
South Plains is: archhecture that is of a common vocabulary not developed by architects.
With a hint of Spanish mission styling and a simplicity in brick design, the common style of
the south plains provides flat facades. The undulations ofthe roof line typical ofthe
original facades make few shadows. As one studies historical South Plains' buildings as a
group, their facades begin to take on similar characteristics. Such characteristics include
doors which are located in the center ofthe ground floor facades, simple flat awnings
projecting below clerestory windows, small attempts using brick patterns to distinguish
designs, and colors that further individualize towns. More than 80% ofthe buildings in
the three studied towns are one story stmctures with only Plainview having any buildings
in excess of two stories. In Post and Littlefield, the tallest facades in both downtowns are
those ofthe theaters; the soaring heights of these stmctures are mainly due to the
marquee signs which rise above the hidden roof line. The most captivating design found in
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the archhecture ofthe South Plains' towns is that ofthe roof lines. The parapet walls
along the roof provide undulations which intermpt a flat roof line against the sky.
It was not until the modernization period that the buildings began to start showing
differences in color, varying window styles, and recessed fronts. Examples of added
screens, aluminum signs, aluminum windows and asphah shingled awnings provide visitors
of these towns an analogued history of small town architectural changes. As in most small
towns, the facades of Post, Plainview, and Lhtlefield evolved.

Plainview
Ofthe three towns studied, Plainview provides the most complete examples of
vernacular commercial architecture on the South Plains. One, two and three-story
buildings line Broadway while the variety of proportions help break the linearity ofthe
street. The majority of facade changes from the original designs are attached awnings, the
painting ofthe bricks, boarded clerestory windows, aluminum window displays and the
addition of stucco. With the steady economics of Plainview, the Main Street is surprising
void of extensively damaging and altering modernization techniques.

One- Story
The existing buildings in Plainview are typical One-Part Commercial Block
buildings. Dispersed evenly throughout downtown facades, the one-story buildings are
intermixed with two-story buildings. An old photograph of buildings along the 700 block
of Broadway provides an excellent illustrative example ofthe intermingling of stmctures
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(Figure 5.8). This series of facades shows the highest concentration of one-story buildings
flanked by two or three-story buildings. The continuous facade depicts a variety of styles
along the front ofthe street whh each building showing different characteristics. A point
of interest about the building's pictures is that the end three-story building was razed in
September of 1993, because it had deteriorated into disrepair. The buildings which have
survived are practically indistinguishable from the historic photo because of
modernization additions to the stmcture. The second photo shows three center buildings
which have been stuccoed and tiled giving it a Spanish motif (Figure 5.9). The center
windows, roof line, color and awnings of this particular building have all been changed to
transform a vernacular building into a new style.

Two- Story
A distinguishable feature of Plainview is the two-part commercial block. The
distinguishing blocks provide a variety of roof heights and focal points to assist in the
creation of an identity with the downtown. Shoppers easily and quickly locate what they
need in Plainview because the buildings create landmarks which cue a visitor as to the
location of businesses. Nine of Plainview's two-story buildings display slender facades
whh two window bays on the second floor, while the remaining six buildings have three or
more bays present. Like the one-story and three-story building types, the facades of
two-story buildings have been ahered by changing the awnings in additional renovations,
removed and completely covered the upper window and comer features that were integral
to the original design ofthe building.
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The north side ofthe square is a continuous strip of buildings consisting of four
two-story structures. This photo from the 1920's, when compared to the present
condhion ofthe buildings, gives one a feeling of how Plainview's downtown atmosphere
has changed (Figures 5.10-5.11). In the early photo, the buildings have long awnings
which practically stretches the entire length ofthe street, while the contemporary photo
exhibhs individual awnings which barely cover the front ofthe building. Current owners
ofthe buildings have chosen to keep the original second floor windows but altered the
ground level facade by covering the clerestory windows.
In the six hundred block of Broadway, there are two buildings that stand out as
the most detailed ofthe buildings (Figure 5.12). The intricate masonry work is an example
of some builders' attempts to improve the ordinary flat facade, typical of small towns'
commercial districts, and how modernization has bastardized both impressive buildings.
The building on the left can be compared to hs historic glory in (Figure 5.13). Originally
the facade's lower floor was a flat wooden store front with a glass block clerestory of
windows and flat awning above. This building provides one ofthe better examples of how
the simplicity ofthe vernacular commercial buildings contribute to a small town's
atmosphere. Simplicity, "you see what you get," and openness are qualities innately
present in this facade- qualities that also describe the ideal of a small town.

Three- Story
The three-story buildings of Plainview are worth reviewing. For example, one
building has remained close to hs original condition with the exception ofthe ground floor
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renovations and the addition of a fourth story addition constmcted in the 1950's (Figures
5.14-5.15). This building is unique in Plainview because of its round corner yet, the brick
detailing is one ofthe simplest examples on Broadway.

Changes
Some ofthe changes that took place in Plainview have drastically altered the
downtown's facades illustrating new trends. Two trends that gained popularity in
Plainview were shingled awnings and stuccoed facades. Shingles have been the universal
addhion to downtown commercial buildings which experienced renovations (Figure 5.16).
Plainview's buildings have been no exception; thirteen shingled awnings currently line the
courthouse square. Another stylistic change in downtown Plainview is the addition of
stucco facades and the Spanish tile roofs (Figure 5.17). The Granada Theatre, for
example, has been stuccoed and given a Spanish flair with its new facade; the original
facade was much simpler with brick facing. These changes in Plainview are not unique but
have been the most influential for the entire downtown, bar none.

Preservation
Preservation efforts and acceptance in Plainview has been minimal. The majority
ofthe owners in Plainview, like other small towns, do not see the necessity of changing
buildings that arefiinctioningjust fine as presently stand. With a little luck and additional
encouragement provided by the Main Street Project, Plainview may soon venture into the
renovation of facades and interiors of its downtown. Once incentives to renovate are
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made available to businesses, preservation work may begin. The physical removal of
modern addition to commercial facades of Plainview will reveal a downtown that
illustrates the history of vernacular architecture on the South Plains.

Littiefield
Since 1993, the year Littlefield was introduced as a Main Street town, the
buildings of Phelps Avenue have received little needed attention which included cleaning
and repairs. Work is primarily being applied to buildings that have survived the
modernization and renovations ofthe 1960's and the dramatic decline ofthe downtown in
the 1980's. In simple numbers the downtown of Littlefield has five more buildings than
Plainview while similar in style and character to the buildings of Post and Plainview. With
the addition of numerous planters and covered sitting areas, added in the 1964 renovation,
downtown Littlefield enjoys a unique character.

One-Story
Littiefield's collection of one-story buildings on Phelps Avenue demonstrates the
tradhional attributes of South Plains archhecture. In character, Phelps Avenue is similar
to Plainview; the majority ofthe buildings have minimal fenestration, in-laid brick patterns
and parapets to complete the facades. Clerestory windows are closed and in the example
shown in the photograph, the building resembles a stmcture that could have been built in
the 1950's (Figures 5.18-5.19).
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Littiefield's downtown buildings, like so many other small towns, remain but are
disguised by years of improvements. A historic photo taken looking northeastward down
Phelps Avenue shows a set ofcommercial buildings-the example, what is currently known
as Ware's Clothing Store, is to the extreme left ofthe photo. Ware's Clothing Store
facade once looked different externally. To return the stmcture to hs original glory,
Ware's facade would have to endure a tremendous amount of restoration work . Some
buildings, however, are more fortunate needing only minimal work to remove screens
added during modernization efforts ofthe original facades.
Another example ofthe one-story commercial block in Littlefield shows a separate
attempt to clothe an existing building with a new imaging facade (Figures 5.20-21). The
building at the culmination ofthe commercial block currently is a brick clad business
facade. The new facade replaced original colors and details with a stark front that is often
referred to as an enframed-wall example ofcommercial buildings.

Two-Story
Most small towns cannot claim that any of their original buildings remain.
Littiefield, however, has a bright asset in the endurance of its first brick building which
dates from 1915-16. The facade remains remarkably close to the original state boasting
only the absence of hs original cornice work and an addition of aluminum windows
(Figures 5.22-5.23). This building, an example of a two-story enframed wall stmcture,
was first occupied by a bank, a post office, a land company, and an office. Littlefield has
the rare opportunity to show a simple example of restoration with this building Other
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examples ofthe two-part commercial block in Littlefield are void of detail and similar in
facade width and height to one another. Only the downtown theatre provides relief from
the monotonous, flat facades of Phelps Avenue (Figure 5.24).

Changes
During the renovations ofthe 1960's, Littlefield was involved in a project that
would possible provide success in the Main Street Program; Figures 5.24-5.25 show
examples ofthe planters and benches that were installed. Architecturally, the additions
would not be considered exceptional in design. Renovations like these benches were part
of many downtowns' attempts to encourage people to shop in downtown districts by
providing inviting areas to congregate. Littlefield needs to connect such renovations as
planters and benches to the town's history, thereby encouraging the success of its Main
Street Program.

Preservation
Potential problems with the renovation ofthe Phelps buildings could arise from
building owners simply ignoring the advice ofMain Street. In a conversation with Amile
Macha, he describes an incident with a local business owner in downtown Littlefield, it
focuses upon the removal of closures covering the clerestory windows of a building. Main
Street preservationists explained to the owner that by removing the existing covers from
the clerestory, more light would be introduced into the interior and the building's
renovation process in progress. The owner's discontented reaction stemmed from his
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resentment ofMain Street officials insisting that he make changes to his building. He also
added that although whhout the coverings the windows are historically correct, the
increase in the need for air condhioning due to radiated heat into the building is
unwarrented.'^ By example, this businessman's protest resonated through Littlefield
making chizens leery ofthe plan Main Street personnel had for their downtown. Because
of suspicions that citizens harbor towards the revitalization program, it will take time for
business owners to trust Main Street personnel and intently listen to how the preservation
of historic buildings can also be cost efficient.

Post
One-Story
Ofthe three towns investigated. Post, Texas, is home to the buildings that exhibit
the most impressive detailing ofcommercial facades on the South Plains. Approximately
25 buildings on the main street of Post host a variety of roof heights which in turn provide
an exciting image for the street. Evident in the one-part commercial blocks is the special
attention given to brick patterns and designs. Because ofthe length of Post's association
whh the Main Street Project, most of hs downtown buildings currently resemble their
historical beginnings (Figures 5.26-5.27).
One building of Post that has helped put the town back into the minds of potential
visitors to the South Plains is the Garza Theatre. The Garza Theatre has been actively
producing theatrical presentations for the South Plains since 1986 (Figure 5 28).
Residents from Lubbock and surrounding towns in the region frequently attend the local
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performances. The facade ofthe theatre apppears historically correct although it was
partially restored in 1986. Because the Garza Theatre provides a good example ofthe
brick work and a facade design that was typical of craftsmen in the late 1920's, the
building is invaluable to the town of Post.
Post's most notable archhectural works are constmcted of stone. The stone
buildings were built from stone quarried approximately five miles from town and were
constmcted by a builder personally hired by C.W. Post (Figures 5.29-30). A man
nick-named "Scotty" was responsible for the first stone buildings built in Post.
The first store built by the Double U company of Post was intended to house eight
distinct shops; ofthe eight shops, only four still remain. The arched windows and bays of
windows on the facades provided a different styling from vernacular, the architecture
typical ofthe South Plains. Even though half of the building is gone, there still remains
enough ofthe building to illustrate how the windows and bays were capable of providing a
facade suitable for open shopping.

Two-Story
Post may be the architectural jewel on the South Plains, but when it comes to
buildings with more than one story there are only five remaining in the downtown. The
one surviving two-story building has been converted to a one-story stmcture as seen in
Figures 5.31-5.32. Originally, the altered building housed two businesses on the ground
floor and a meeting room on the second story. Through the years, the building has slowly
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been leveled above the first floor. No evidence ofthe cause for deterioration can be
traced but rumors of fire and neglect culminated in the demolition ofthe upper story.
One stone building with the second floor still intact is the Algerita Hotel, built by
C.W. Post (Figure 5.33). The front facade and windows remarkably remain in the original
condhion. Some successful restoration work accomplished in the 1980's included the
renovation of both the interior and exterior surfaces ofthe hotel. The design ofthe
building shows a simplified temple front and corner caps which is a mstic charcater to the
building.

Changes
Post has been heralded as a success because ofthe community's dedication to
assisting the downtown reach revhalization goals established upon entrance into the Main
Street Program. An example of discontent that did surface whh businessmen and citizens
of Post aUke, however, was the re-creation of a center median mnning the length ofMain
Street. In C.W. Post's original town plan, he specified a center median on Main Street to
provide a place for customers to sociaHze while freeing the front entrances ofthe buildings
for deliveries (Figures 5.34-5.36)." The town's business people said that the renovation
would destroy the downtown's sufficient parking situation but citizens wished desperately
to bring back the designed median of Post's plan. Eventually Post, with assistance from
the Texas Highway Department, restored the median on Main Street '^ Thefinalword
from businessman about the restoration is that the median does, in fact, free store fronts
from people gathering while parking accommodations remain sufficient
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Preservation
Preservation has been able to play a significant role in the revitalization of
downtown Post, Texas. The Post Dispatch and Ammons Printing Buildings were restored
to their original facade conditions when the Main Street Program came to town (Figures
5.37-5.38). Some minor modernization techniques, such as aluminum windows and
frames, were added to Post's buildings previously but the overall appearance ofthe
buildings are true to their historic facades.
Two other building which have remained untouched by modernization are the First
National Bank Building and the Tower Theatre. The First National Bank has a classical
facade- rarely present on the South Plains (Figure 5.39). The Tower Theatre, however,
exhibhs a modern flair. The Tower Theatre is not part of Post's I920's and 1930's
architectural history but nevertheless provides an important part ofthe town's architectural
chronicle (Figure 5.40). The theatre is an essential asset to the recent preservation project
in Post; although exterior efforts have left the Tower Theatre revhalized, interiors ofthe
building are in need of assistance if the theatre is ever to house movies again in Post.

Conclusion
Although the South Plains has not been a region with a plethora of grand
skyscrapers, the buildings that do exist provide well balanced downtowns. Plainview,
Littlefield and Post, Texas each have buildings that provide a unique character for the
entire South Plains while maintaining the atmosphere of active small town. The
atmosphere of a South Plains' small town, whh a history of mstic eras, can be read from
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the designs ofthe buildings. Stone work, resembling missions or fort crenellations, and
small scale proportions all combine to create simple but interesting facades. Small towns
like these all have the potential for the Main Street Program to assist and succeed. In using
with buildings that have maintained some historic qualities, these towns can provide some
attraction for people who are nostalgic towards the past.
In many cases, small towns on the South Plains have buildings which have been
modernized requiring expensive renovation work to return them to their original designs.
The use of modernized buildings remains feasible in their present conditions although
Main Street officials would disagree. The concept ofMain Street is to use the history of
each selected town, therefore the exclusion of modernized buildings is historically unjust.
Post's Tower Theatre and Plainview's Warwick Hotel are modern stmctures that
contribute equally to the design ofthe downtown.
In a successfial Main Street Project, there will always be individuals or groups
ready to take on a building in order to preserve its facade and interior. Such groups
provide an example that may eventually be followed by others if the town remains active in
historical preservation efforts. If a businessman does not restore the fifty-year-old
commercial building in which he operates, the modernization may become the very style
that people someday strive to restore.
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Figure 5.1- Commercial Building in Littlefield, Texas, with a False-Front.
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Figure 5.2- Series of facades for one building from 1900's to the I940's.
Source: Chain Store Age. August 1944, Third Cover.
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Figure 5.3- Two-Part Commercial Block in Plainview, Texas.

Figure 5.4- One-Part Commercial Block in Plainview, Texas.
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Figure 5.5- Enframed Wall Window Wall in Plainview, Texas.

Figure 5.6- Commercial Building in Post, Texas.
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Figure 5.7- Commercial Building in Littlefield, Texas.

Figure 5.8- Late 1920's view ofthe East side of Broadway, Plainview, Texas.
Source: Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University.
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Figure 5.9- Three facades of a building in Plainview, Texas.
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Figure-5.10- Courthouses Square January, 1926, Plainview, Texas.
Source: Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University.
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Figure 5-11- Two-Part Commercial buildings in Plainview, Texas.

Figure 5.12- Two-Part Commercial buildings in Plainview, Texas.
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Figure 5.13-618 North Broadway, Plainview, Texas about 1920.
Source: Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University.

Figure 5.14- Corner of 7th. and Broadway, Plainview, Texas Circa 1920's.
Source: Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University
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Figure 5.15- Corner of 7th. and Broadway, Plainview, Texas, 1994.
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Figure 5.16- Ramsowers Furniture in Plainview, Texas.
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Figure 5.17- Granada Theatre in Plainview, Texas.

Figure 5.18- Downtown Littiefield, Texas, May 6, 1994.
Source: Janna Stehlik
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Figure 5.19- Ware's Clothing Store, Littiefield, Texas.

Figure 5.20- Downtown Littlefield, Texas, 1925.
Source: Leader News, 29 June 1988.
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Figure 5.21- One-Part Commercial building Littiefield, Texas.

Figure 5.22- Two-Part Commercial building Littlefield, Texas, 1915.
Source: David B. Gracy H, Littiefield Land^- Colonization on the Texas Plains,
1912-1920. (University of Texas Press: Austin and London, 1968).
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Figure 5.23- Two-Part Commercial buildmg Littlefield, Texas, 1994.

Figure 5.24- Dowmtown Littiefield, Texas looking Northeast 1966.
Source: Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University.
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Figure 5.25- First National Bank in Littlefield, Texas.

Figure 5.26- Downtown Post, Texas 1921.
Source: 1972 OS Ranch Roping and Art Exhibh Catalog.
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Figure 5.27- North side ofMain Street Post, Texas.

Figure 5.28- Garza Theatre and one-part commercial stmcture in Post, Texas
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Figure 5.29- Double U Store Post, Texas. 1920
Source: Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University.
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Figure 5.30- Double U Store Post, Texas. 1994.
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Figure 5.31- Downtown Post, Texas, 1921.
Source: 1972 Ranch Steer Roping and Art Exhibh Catalog.

Figure 5.32- Commercial building Post, Texas.
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Figure 5.33- Hotel Algerita, Post, Texas.

Figure 5.34- Main Street, Post, Texas, 1920's
Source: Post Dispatch. 13 October 1993.
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Figure 5.35- Main Street Post, Texas, 1950's
Source: Post Dispatch. 13 October 1993.

Figure 5.36- Main Street Post, Texas, 1980's.
Source; Post Dispatch. 13 October 1993.
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Figure 5.37- Post Dispatch. Post, Texas.

Figure 5.38- Ammons Printing, Post, Texas.
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Figure 5.39- First National Bank, Post, Texas.

Figure 5.40- Tower Theatre, Post, Texas.
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CHAPTER VI
MAIN STREET PROGRAM ON
THE SOUTH PLAINS

When the first Texas Main Street towns were chosen in 1980, the South Plains
Region was represented, thus providing a connection with the entire state for other towns
on the Plains. As of 1994, three towns have been chosen on the South Plains, Plainview,
Post, and Littiefield, Texas. Because ofthe success of Post's Main Street, this connection
has been important. Post's success illustrates to the Main Street Program the potential of
the South Plains to successfiilly rehabilitate towns. This success gives other South Plains
towns the opportunity to be selected. Another important South Plains success story is the
Texas Main Street town of Plainview. According to Muff London, Plainview serves as an
informative source ofMain Street do's and don'ts which often provides exposure ofthe
South Plains to the rest ofthe state. A successful example of a Main Street town on the
South Plains is important as h brings exposure to a region that is often forgotten.
Isolation is an important factor in the potential success of South Plains' Main
Street towns. Problems that arise due to the isolation of South Plains towns include the
lack of availability of building materials and the time required for delivery of materials
But, the most crucial problem is directly related to the economic success ofthe town's
exposure. Exposure for Main Street towns can be extremely helpfiil in developing a
tourism base through the advertisement ofthe town's very existence. In Central and East
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Texas, Main Street towns are in close proximity allowing tourists the opportunity to drive
through a number of them within a single day. The South Plains could advertise in East
Texas but the efforts would be futile as there are not many people who will drive to West
Texas to visit two or three towns. South Plains towns will therefore continue to rely on
the people ofthe Plains, New Mexico, and Oklahoma for tourism.

Plainview. Texas
In 1981, the Texas Main Street Program chose Plainview as one ofthe initial five
Main Street Towns in Texas. This decision was a hopefiil resurrection of a stmggling
town that some citizens thought desperately needed help in the downtown area, but this
need was not felt throughout the city's citizens. The existence ofthe Main Street Program
in Plainview was short lived, lasting from 1980 to 1983, when the town leaders decided to
not renew their Main Street status but rather try to go at it alone. One problem that
caused discontent with the program was money. The MSP had seemingly offered the
moon but uhimately the town received little. When the MSP was initiated, the Reagan era
had just begun-the money and grants that were promised were suddenly stalled by the
new administration. Once Plainview whhdrew, the decision was thought to be the wisest
choice, but the 1980's brought a tougher decade than the town had expected. Finally, in
1992, the town decided to try the Main Street Program again.
Mary Crites' was a recent college graduate from Texas Tech University's
Architecture Department when she took on the challenge of renovating and saving ever>'
building in Plainview's downtown. She arrived in a town that was not thoroughly
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convinced that any help was needed in the downtown area. From the start the Main Street
Manager, Mary Crites had not only worries about the her job of revitalizing the downtown
but also the difficult task of convincing the town that the project would work. Crites said
two problems surfaced immediately: outsiders were trying to tell Plainview what to do
with privately owned buildings and progress was exceedingly slow. All ready the town
had broken two ofthe rules which make a successful Main Street Town-Plainview lacked
support and patience. A third possible reason for the failure to continue with Main Street
was the lack of a comprehensive attack. Plainview had established no promotions nor
marketing schemes for the program.
During Mary Crites' tenure as a Main Street Manager, she was part of a program
that was not given the time to mature by fully working the kinks out ofthe program. The
Texas Main Street Program was basically a "shoe string" organization with little fiinding.
Although she had little support in the town, Mary Crites did manage to accomplish needed
ground work for a successful start. The downtown organization that Crites helped create
remains together and works diligently with the present Main Street Manager. Three other
accomplishments of Mary Crhes include tax credits, sketches of potential renovation
work, and a Nationally Registered Historical district.'
After twelve years without the Main Street Program, Plainview's downtown had
become a place from which the businesses retreated to the Mall or other parts ofthe town
With the unwanted developments came the decision of town leaders to once again give the
Main Street Program a chance to rescue their downtown. When Plainview applied for the
Main Street status, they were graciously accepted again by the state.
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The City Manager of Plainview, Jeff Jeffries, said that Main Street did not succeed
thefirsttimebecause of personality conflicts and a lack of support, but this time it will
work because the merchants are more involved in the program.' Plainview's second
chance is a unique one in the state. With their reentry into the Main Street Program,
Plainview is starting from scratch whh business owners and city officials willing to take
the time to provide the help or support needed to move towards success.
Muff London was hired as the second Main Street manager for Plainview. With
this position, she has gained tremendous support from the town and has created a sound
program based on the four-point approach for Main Street. London has been
characterized as a mover who has a great promotional and aggressive attitude towards the
success of Plainview's downtown.' London characterized her role as Main Street manager
as being a catalyst to directing businesses through the implementation of marketing and
promotional ideas. With her ideas she strives to increase the perception ofthe program
while creating a downtown that is not a retail center ofthe past but rather a place for
businesses of common characteristics. Businesses like banking, county government, and
professional services can be linked together while providing a viablefiiturefor the
downtown. By starting in this direction, London feels that the towns heart will become
heaUhy thus helping the entire town.''
A typical Main Street Program in Texas is organized to help the downtown But,
in a few recent cases, the help has been granted to businesses outside the downtown area
Plainview is one town that promotes the Main Street Program to individual businesses
throughout the community, rather than to the downtown businesses exclusively This
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Plainview is one town that promotes the Main Street Program to individual businesses
throughout the community, rather than to the downtown businesses exclusively. This
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approach is unique and seems to aid in the promotion ofthe idea of a successfiil
downtown because outside individuals do not become disgmntle towards a prejudicial
program catering only downtown businesses.' Plainview has provided a good start and
only history will tell about the success.
In Plainview the impetus for success was provided by Mary Crhes. Muff London
then took these basics working with the downtown organizations and the citizens to aim
the program in a direction of rejuvenation. After one year as the Main Street Manager,
Muff London has been replaced with Debbie Gibson. Muff London has been promoted to
the poshion of Community Coordinator- a poshion that has a major influence on the
Main Street Program. As a Main Street Manager, Debbie Gibson has taken up a role she
describes as a community leader who must be involved in every aspect ofthe downtown
arena. She is a member ofthe chamber of commerce and regularly attends city council
and preservation board meetings.
As a new Main Street Manager, Debbie Gibson has had little time to make many
changes but she has been an integral backer for the promotion of a parade, theater
renovations, as well as helping to attract Hollywood movie makers into the town to film
"Leap of Fahh." She generally has been trying to keep the town chizens together in one
direction of rejuvenating the downtown.^
This second time around in the Main Street Program, Plainview has taken a
direction which seems to be along the pattern of success outlined by the MSP. The
citizens and business people are willing to work with the state in learning what to do for
their downtown. One individual actively involved in the progress ofthe Plainview
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downtown is Jack Oswald. Oswald is a local businessman who owns a business on
Broadway. This businessman says that Main Street can help because it provides a role
model which encourages people to be more interested about the program. He continued
to say that the program should be able to assist in the revhalization of the downtown by
making people aware that h is a viable source of income and support for the entire town.
During the years that the Main Street Program was not in Plainview, Oswald and other
business owners created a corporation to help the downtown. The corporation was
formed to give low interest loans to businesses that needed a helping hand with renovation
or starting cost.^
Other interviews whh businessmen and one banker showed that the program has
settled easily into the downtown by providing involved persons with information of how
the program will work and the potential success if the four points are followed. Two
individuals spoke out against using preservation as the only source of rejuvenation; David
Wilder and James Robinson, a banker and an architect, said that they believe preservation
may not be the best way for revhalization because an interest in the businesses needs to
come first.* These points were well thought out and are sound points as a downtown
needs to be a supporting role in the rejuvenation of an entire town. But preservation used
by the Main Street Program provides the catalyst which helps to draw in new businesses
and potential customers.
Plainview's unique case of being involved in an unsuccessfiil first attempt at Main
Street and a second chance at potential success provides an interesting study. If Plainview
can provide the downtown with a comprehensive program, then the second chance could
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provide success. Although, from the preservation point of view, there seems to be a
lacking influence towards the tme preservation ofthe buildings.

Goals
One requirement ofthe Texas Main Street Program is that each town must have
goals to obtain. Each year the Main Street Managers send the state an outline describing
the goals of their towns for the new year and if the old goals have been achieved. Some of
Plainview's goals have been to upgrade the buildings, increase parking, increase marketing
strategies, and reduce the number of absentee owners. In general, the goals that Plainview
is looking at are long-term goals like attracting new stores for tourism and trying to get
more ofthe city involved. According to Muff London, these goals are still in the process
of being resolved.'

Conclusion
The Main Street Program in Plainview provides a unique addition to standardized
techniques by allowing the Main Street Manager to help businesses outside ofthe
downtown area. This technique is appropriate since an entire town must be healthy before
economic revhalization can successfiilly take place in a downtown. By providing help the
entire town, the chizens of Plainview become more sensitized to changes in the downtown
and possibly resulting in their attendance at moneymaking fiinctions or spending more time
shopping in their downtown.
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If Plainview intends to become successfiil as a Main Street town, two obvious
problems should be erased. First, the idea that economic restoration should supersede the
revitalization of buildings. Main Street is based upon the principle that the history of
Plainview will help bring in new businesses. Granted, new businesses may be more tourist
oriented, but the downtown will have a strong chance of economical restoration with rent
paying tenants occupying otherwise empty stmctures.
Secondly, the town needs to becomefiillyinvolved in what is actually happening in
Plainview's downtown. Debbie Gibson said that the attendance to such fiinctions as
parades are adequate but getting better.'° h will take time for success to be realized but
Plainview's downtown will be successfiilly revitalized if the techniques and guidelines set
by the Main Street Program are followed.

Post. Texas
In 1987, Post, Texas, was selected as a Main Street Town. Since Post's induction
into the program, the town has created one ofthe most successful revitalization efforts in
accordance with the Main Street guidelines. Post boasts of a downtown in which
buildings are nearly one hundred percent occupied. From an economic point of view, the
program has been successful in promoting the downtown businesses. In 1986, Post was
hit by three major economic blows: oil prices dropped, agriculture was down, and the
cotton mill closed. These three incidents spurred the interest of local business persons in
the Main Street Program. Curtis Hudman, a Main Street businessman, was instnimental in
bringing the Main Street Program to Post. Hudman heard about the Main Street
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Program's numerous successes of revitalizing downtowns across the nation and was
convinced that Post could benefit from such an project. Individuals interested in the
history of Post, along whh Hudman, went to visit towns participating in the Main Street
Program. Whh an extensive knowledge ofMain Street the town leaders and Hudman
started a campaign to attract the Main Street, Program to Post.
A committee was formed to complete the application process and develop a
promotional campaign to educate the general public about Main Street. Town meetings, a
weekly informational article in the newspaper, and advertising each contributed to solicit
support from the community the information to citizens to be a strong attraction to the
Main Street Program's selection committee. Hudman perceived that if Post did not
receive the program, it would have been difficult on city officials since town citizens were
exched about the prospect of downtown revhalization."
Town officials had no reason to worry because Post's chizens were aware ofthe
project and in January of 1987, Melissa Cunningham was selected as the first Main Street
Manager. Cunningham was selected through an interview process conducted by the same
committee responsible for bringing the program to town. She worked diligently with Post
through the mandatory three-year period of commitment. During her stay in Post,
Cunningham initiated the program by developing resources in the region necessary for
Main Street success in the town. Tofiilfillher obligations, Cunningham had to peri^orm a
dual role. The Main Street Program in Post isfiindedthrough the Post Merchants
Association, a tax supported organization, and administered by the Chamber of
Commerce. Cunningham, therefore, had to be an employee ofthe city and the chamber123

an arrangement which eventually became a source of discontent. Cunningham states that
her responsibilities included reminding the town of their unique history and of Post's honor
of being "the shining star" ofthe South Plains." Cunningham provided the necessary
foundation for Main Street success with her dedication and communicative enthusiasm
essential for the program's success.
Cunningham needed only to encourage the excitement in a town that was overiy
enthusiastic about the Main Street Program. In 1989, Wanda Mitchell was hired as the
second Main Street Manger to continue Post's successfiil attempt at Main Street. When
Wanda Mitchell was hired. Post was near completing the program's recommended three
year commitment but chose to continue with the program.
Barbara Hardin became the third Main Street Manager of Post in 1993. However,
Post presently only employs a part-time manager. The decision by the city council to
reduce the manager's duties and responsibilities is not unusual for a town that has been
involved in the program as long as Post. Hardin receives a part-time salary because the
program has been in place long enough that most ofthe implementations in the city can
now evolve on their own. Hardin's role as Post's Main Street Manager is to follow
continuing projects, act as liaison to the state program, coordinate promotional campaigns
and review Main Street requirements with new businesses." The part-time commitment
by Post provides the town whh a sense of security that the program will continue
Problems that could occur at Post's stage of the MSP are minimal.
From its conception in Post, the Main Street Program has provided an idea which
helped to revive a faltering downtown under economic duress. Giles McCrary, Mayor,
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believes that the Main Street Program has provided the financial support, helping
commercial businesses by increasing sales and renovating buildings. He continued by
saying that Post's downtown was in dire straits, but now buildings are filled with
diversified businesses. Post supplies a diversification which provides not only for local
citizens but also attracts vishors to the downtown. Post has become a testament of its
own slogan- "just a little bit better.""' This slogan is especially meaningfial since
townsmen borrowed the slogan from an advertising campaign of Post cereal.
Local citizens have been the most important asset of Post's downtown
development. Melissa Cunningham explained that the general population of Post
frequented promotional activities and have zealously celebrated the achievements ofthe
program, but it was the more affluent citizens who were the most vocal about the Main
Street Program. This seems to be consistently tme in the three towns examined in this
study. When the program began, the more affluent citizens tended to have the stronger
voice, while minority and low income residents were generally less supportive even though
they were equally informed ofthe program"
Jim Plummer moved to Post because ofthe success ofthe Main Street Program.
He was searching for a suhable hotel to convert into a bed and breakfast-he found the
Hotel Garza. After purchasing the building, Plummer renovated and opened his business.
Post's combined attractions, including the town's history, hs lively atmosphere, tourism,
16

and the small town hself, drew Plummer to Post's business district.'

Families and individuals like Jim Plummer have found Post is a well-settled town
which offers numerous attributes. One drawback of Post, also tme of Littlefield and
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Plainview, is that the remoteness ofthe South Plains hinders the State Main Street
Program's abilities to help these towns. Modem equipment, such as computers and faxes,
do close the distance between Austin and the South Plains helping in many cases, because
the connection between the cities and the state are predominantly paper correspondences
rather than physical contacts.

Goals
Some ideas formulated for goals of Post, Texas, included the diversification ofthe
economy, an increase in tourism and industry, the creation of a more appealing physical
atmosphere, and the possibility of making Post "just a little bit better." Goals were
compiled through an interview process of individuals in Post; most ofthe interviews
provided an overview of what individuals wanted to take place in the town. As per the
Main Street recommendation, the town of Post was furnished with a long list of
recommendations that were compiled in 1987 by Main Street. This list included
previously mentioned goals along with a muhitude of recommendations that typify other
Main Streets. General recommendations, such as businesses designing their window
displays or restoring the building facades to original historical character, are sound basic
goals, but a town must be given specifics to parallel their unique character in order to be
successful. Specific recommendations submitted to Post included the revitalization ofthe
Garza Theater, involving the Post Cereal company in celebrations ofthe town founding
and the restoration ofthe center median mnning the length ofMain Street. Each ofthe
three specific goals have been accomplished-many completed with overwhelming success.
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Post has realized the goals generated by its citizens, but to continue to be successfiil Post
must reevaluate hs goals so as to not allow a gradual decline to consume the town again.

Conclusion
History has proven helpful to Post's revhalization of its downtown. Buildings have
been moderately preserved and the buildings are currently filled whh operating businesses;
these accomplishments are indicative of a successfiil Main Street Project. To continue
with its success. Post needs to continue hs commitment by employing, at least, a part-time
Main Street Manager who organizes and encourages preservation in the downtown area
as well as throughout the entire town. Post has been fortunate from the outset of its Main
Street Project because the chizens and businessmen alike have striven to make the
program successful.

Littlefield. Texas
Littiefield, Texas, has been a Main Street town since 1993. This newest entry
into the Main Street towns of Texas has given the South Plains' town a new chance at
successfiil revitalization. Since the early 1970's, the town has slowly declined in
population and economic viability. When compared to the other Main Street towns on the
South Plains, Littlefield has the most work ahead, because there have been little effort
towards renovating downtown, with the exception ofthe street modernization in 1964.
Gaining Main Street Program status was accomplished through the efforts of
George Richardson. In many ways, Richardson is like so many other individuals across
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the country who heard about the Main Street Program and wished to know more. He
inhially read about the program in a magazine and followed up by contacting the state
organization. Richardson gained more information by visiting other towns and talking
with Muff London in Plainview. From this information, he presented the chizens of
Littiefield basic information about Main Street. In addition, Richardson is the local banker
and enthusiastically offers low interest loans for revhalization efforts in Littlefield." Whh
the support of some town leaders and business people, Littlefield filed an application for
the Main Street Program.
A general understanding ofthe project is represented by citizens in the town.
When asked about the Main Street project, most people answered: (it) helps our
downtown or (it) revitalizes downtown buildings. So, most people of Littlefield are aware
ofthe project's existence even though the town leaders really went after the project
without aggressively promoting the project as did Post and Plainview.
After being selected as a Main Street town, Littlefield hired Othana Donnell as
their Main Street Program Manager. Hired by the city she also is responsible for
economic development. The two positions are separate under the Main Street Manager
titie, although in actuality she performs work that is closely intertwined. As Main Street
Manager, she says she is responsible for organizing community acceptance ofthe
program. Her economic development role mainly focuses on the draw of new businesses
into the city as a whole.'*
In many aspects having Donnell work a combination of two jobs is similar to
strategies used in Plainview which helps businesses outside ofthe downtown area
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Littlefield believes that Donnell's position as a organizer and developer can help the entire
city rather than just the downtown area. The only problem that arises is when a new
Main Street Program is starting because a preponderance of information needs to be
presented to the downtown. In this scenario, Donnell may become overburdened with the
two jobs causing the downtown to suffer, h is important to remember one mie of
success: there must be a strong commitment from the citizens to the revitalization ofthe
downtown. Only time will tell if the arrangement in Littlefield will prove successfiil in the
downtown.
Othana Donnell has a committee which helps to make decisions also providing an
advice liaison to the city council and city manager. Two concerned individuals who
presently contribute to the success ofMain Street are Amile Mach and Johnny Jones.
Both men are involved in business and social activities in Littlefield acting as models for
other chizens. The Main Street Committee and Donnell have only begun developing a
rapport with downtown businesses, but whh efforts continuing between officials and
townsmen, the project is well on its way.
Amile Macha, who owns the local radio station, is the county commissioner,
president ofthe Chamber of Commerce, president ofthe Waylon Jennings Committee and
involved in an extensive amount of local organizations and ventures. He believes that the
Main Street Program has potential problems in Littlefield because of weak administration;
the town leaders do not provide a cohesive organization due to consistent differences that
arise with the group. Macha says that if the program is going to work then it must be
followed by further investigation and commitment." On the other extreme ofthe
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spectnim is Johnny Jones. He believes that the program is a good starting point which
has given the city a little life and more of an aggressive attitude to attacking the problems
of downtown.'^ Both these points of view are well grounded since in Littlefield there
have been examples of unrest between factions in the town from the inception ofthe
program.
One group of supporters are the Main Street backers, while the opposing group,
with the inclusion of some people from the Waylon Jennings committee, who do not
beheve fully in the potential ofthe Program. The problems started from with those who
were satisfied whh the present condition of Littlefield believing that the MSP would not
change the town for the better. One other source of discontent occurred as the result of a
recent incident when the Main Street Committee attempted to draw tourists away from the
annual Fourth of July concert given by Waylon Jennings. The Waylon Jennings
Committee thought that the Main Street group wished to min the festivities by reducing
the amount of money spent during the event. All of these problems may eventually play
out whh no bearing upon the success ofthe Main Street Program but the consensus ofthe
whole town should become equalized.
Those individuals who support the town believe that the program offers a positive
affect, showing that the town is trying to save the downtown while possibly putting a
glimmer of hope into the existing businesses. Johnny Jones adds that the program may not
solve all the problems but it is "definitely contributing to an end of something.
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Goals
A number of goals have been set aside for the short and long-term. Some
short-term goals include a community survey, cleanup effort, and quick fixes such as
painting and repairing the buildings. A few long-term goals concern renovations ofthe
Palace Theater and the Smith Hotel, a bed and breakfast, atttacting smaller businesses to
the downtown, reaching revhalized goals of 85% ofthe buildings in good repair whh 80%
occupancy, and drawing people into downtown from loop 430.

Conclusion
As the latest entrant into the Main Street Program on the South Plains, Littlefield
is seeking to prove that another South Plains' town can be successfiil. Othana Donnell has
the duty of providing businesses in the downtown area whh an example ofthe program's
functions and ensuring that owners can successfiilly use techniques provided by the Texas
Main Street Program. Presently, Donnell's major concern is the workings ofthe Main
Street Program. Eventually her responsibilities will include assisting Littlefield by working
to acquire productive businesses for the downtown. Taking full advantage ofthe MSP's
knowledge in revitalization can be of great assistance infillingvacant buildings.
In Littiefield's case, the number of buildings compared to the population is uneven.
Littlefield must therefore set realistic goals of occupancy for stmctures in the downtown,
while trying to control the locations of new businesses if the town is to be successfiil.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

The Main Street Program contributes to small towns because it provides
techniques and guidance for an economic fiiture through preservation. This program has
been in existence for more than fourteen years and has provided successes and failures.
This report studies two aspects ofthe program in the three towns on the South Plains.
The first is that there is a difference in the perceived and actual fiinctions ofthe MSP.
Second, the Main Street Program is ever-evolving based on the individualhy of each town
where h is incorporated.
The MSP provides small towns whh a device that could continue the existence of
the town, but does the MSP create perceptions that are different from reality? The MSP's
perception to the small towns is that h is a savior of their problems but in actuality the
answers to the problems are more difficult than is lead to believe.
In the beginning, most towns are acquainted with the program through a novice
with little knowledge of what is required in pursuit of a successful program. Magazine
articles and word of mouth proclaim the MSP as the cure-all ofthe downtown's economic
problems, but in actuality the state and federal MSP's try to educate potential towns that
the program is not for every town and that it takes a lot of work and time. When joining
the MSP, some towns and citizens tend to overiook the advice and only concentrate on
the positives. Plainview's experience in its first attempt shows that the town was not fiilly
aware what had to be done to make the program work. A perception of cure-all
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techniques and economic success derived from the lack of education created a failure
during the first three years. Examples like Post, Texas should be shown not only as a
success but as an example of how long it takes for the program to produces the benefits of
the time and work.
Another perception the Main Street Program is that it provides economic
recovery through preservation, but in fact preservation has become the second or third
stage of recovery. Economics is the most important factor in what the chizens think of
when they consider the towns a success. If the buildings are preserved, but no business
remains, then the program has failed. In Littlefield and Plainview, the business owners'
attitude towards preservation is that they will eventually get around to it, but when
interviewing the Main Street managers preservation is much higher on the list. What it all
comes down to is that the chizens have a different perception of what needs to be done
than what the MSP is offering. Post's example as a success of preservation and economics
shows that they have been involved in the program for more than seven years and the
preservation work has evolved only after the economic stability existed. In actuality,
preservation is only a device for economic recovery in the form of an idea and that
preservation only helps provide a basis for "future" economic development. In Littlefield
and Plainview, the towns could conceivably succeed in the program without ever
preserving any ofthe buildings. The reality is that the MSP uses the economic recovery to
preserve the buildings.
Some other perceptions ofthe Main Street Program are the educational videos,
pamphlets, seminars, and the that there is a dedication to learning from success and
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failures. In general, the perceptions have been overwhelmingly tme. The only evidence of
problems was found in the interviews with the Main Street managers. There was
consensus that the state organization tries to help as much as they can but there is a
problem in getting information quickly because ofthe distance from Austin.
Perception against reality in the MSP shows that there are some ideas that are
false, thus the reality is a failed program. Whether h is the outright promotion ofthe
perceptions ofthe MSP or the false misunderstandings, the reality is that the potential
problems need to be shown to the towns from the beginning. For instance, if economics
is going to be used exclusively, then the MSP needs to make the option more understood.
Difficulties in the towns stem from many different sources, history, individual
backgrounds or global problems. The Main Street Program has to be able to change
according to the nature of their characteristics. By evolving the techniques and ideas of
the MSP there is a potential for success in a town. Whereas, if the MSP only used one
technique throughout the United States, there would surely be more failures in the
Program. Inherently, the program states that it learns from its mistakes and successes and
shares this information, but do the individual towns need to evolve the program on their
own whhout the help ofthe state and federal offices? Plainview's attempt at spreading the
Main Street Programs information throughout the town shows that there is an attempt to
make everyone involved in the downtown. This attempt could be attributed to Plainview's
moral history and the fact that the South Plains has always been a region where neighbors
help neighbors for the good ofthe whole. Littlefield has also adopted a variation on
Plainview's idea by using the main street manager as an economic director and the
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manager. This change not only uses the Main Street techniques, but also incorporates
whatever the town officials want-industry solicitation, city promotions, or polhics. Both
ofthe variations ofthe Main Street techniques provide what the individual towns need to
make the program acceptable to the whole city. If individuals in other parts ofthe town
are jealous about the attention that the downtown is getting then these changes could help
the outsiders become sympathetic to the MSP.
In each town the individuality ofthe community is shown. Plainview and
Littlefield show independence by allowing the whole town to participate in the MSP,
while Post has been able to concentrate on aspects like theaters and tourism. Plainview
has slowly begun to introduce more tourist-oriented businesses with the antiques, but
Littlefield is still just trying to get their own citizens interested in the downtown shops.
Individuality ofthe downtown will progress into the areas that each town feels more
comfortable with.

What the Future Holds for the South Plains
Interdependence is the future ofthe South Plains' Main Street Program. An
effort to combine the different towns in a cohesive community will provide more
diversification in the Main Street Program. If the community ofthe South Plains can unite
its uniqueness to attract new businesses and people, then individual towns' contributions
will work to keep new businesses and people. These techniques are successfiil because
they attract more new businesses into the region, then individual towns vie for the
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distinction of being home to new industry. In the end, each town will ultimately benefit
since every new business will likely draw more businesses to the South Plains as a whole.
This new community will have to put aside the differences that have discouraged
changes to take place in past years. The acceptance of assistance provided by qualified
organizations like the Main Street Program will increase the chance for successful
downtowns on the South Plains. Individuals need to actively participate in revitalization
efforts, by making changes to their businesses, in order to include them as part ofthe niche
or attraction accomplished through the Main Street Program. The attraction ofthe South
Plains towns may very well appeal to tourism-based economies, as well as professional
attractions. Post currently possess a thriving tourism industry while Plainview's
downtown is presently utilizing hs commercial space for professional organizations ofthe
city and county. Further developments in Plainview may eventually depend upon tourism,
while only time will tell which way Littlefield will evolve. After the businesses of
Littlefield have had the opportunity to join and create a community with direction, the
town may begin to draw economically from its tourism. Whether businesses go through
efforts to preserve commercial buildings or use improved window displays to attract new
customers, changes will have to be made in Littiefield.
Other possibilities that may arise, producing an attraction to the South Plains,
could involve promotional efforts for the music industry, wineries, and cotton-related
activities. By using what is the most abundant on the South Plains, the towns can create a
success that is sure to produce economic stability.
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Once an interdependence among entities is established, the South Plains' Main
Street Towns need to concentrate on efforts to attract youthfiil citizens. One serious
|)roblem which has been recurring in small towns for decades is the loss of their youth. As
children mature, go to college, or simply move away from home, they are attracted to big
ities. The small towns are losing the population essential for support in later years. The
youth must be attracted to return after college and other adventures because a town
whhout population is a town without a future.

Main Street
Main Street has proven itself as a catalyst for revitalization, but what has caused
h? This catalyst has been the culmination of persistence, economic strategies,
architectural preservation, and community support. The fiiture for the Main Street Towns
on the South Plains must essentially look to preservation, not just economics, in order to
survive. The tendency to primarily concentrate on economics will eventually fade after
economic stability is re-established.
Patience will be the most sought after quality in the Main Street towns ofthe
South Plains, since a complete economic and archhectural change in towns takes patience
and time. Other small communities may wish to join the program after successes in current
South Plains' Main Street towns are realized even though changes are not instantaneous.
By Littiefield and Plainview becoming successes in the next three or four years, proof will
be provided to the South Plains that Main Street success can be duplicated across the
region.
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The MSP on the South Plains has produced an economic success in Post, while
e tablishing promising programs in Littlefield and Plainview. Each town represents three
distinct communities providing the challenge of cohesively restmcturing the economics of
the South Plains to respective communities and Main Street officials. Continued and
potential successes in Littlefield and Plainview will be determined by the uniqueness of
the South Plains and the towns' abilities to execute designed revitalization programs.
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Figure A. 1- City map of Brownfield, Texas.
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Figure A.2- City map of Crosbyton, Texas.
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Figure A.6- City map of Plainview, Texas.
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Figure A.7- City map of Post, Texas.
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